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Senate To Investigate WUNH; 
Station Manager Denies Charges
The Student Senate has es - manager and several former em-
tablished a committee **to in­
vestigate the WUNH radio sta­
tion, in particular its extra­
curricular activities,”
The investigation committee 
was called for by Senate mem­
ber Grant Boughton of Hunter 
Hall. Boughton said that he 
had received his information con­
cerning the alleged “ extra-cur­
ricular activities”  at the radio 
station from a former station
Union Seeks 
UHH Workers
“ University employees haven’ t 
been getting the same deal as 
other employees,”  said Roger 
Martin, Executive Director of 
Council 68 of the American Fed­
eration of State, County and Mun­
icipal Employees.
Speaking Tuesday evening at 
an organizational meeting of non­
student University employees, 
Martin tried to point out the 
benefits of union membership.
An affiliate of the AFL-CIO, 
Martin’ s organization hopes to 
set up a contract that will force 
the University to follow a con­
sistent policy of promotion, pay, 
and benefits,
Martin pointed out certain la­
bor problems on campus. “ Fir­
st,”  he said, “ the pay is low. 
The lowest pay for state em­
ployees is $1.56 an hour. People 
here are getting as low as $1.20 
an hour.”
University employees, he add­
ed, are in the state service 
but they aren’ t being called state 
workers.
According to Martin, AFSC- 
ME “ is dedicated to establish 
the rights of public employees 
everywhere to collective bar- 
gaintag, and through collective 
bargaining to advance the eco­
nomic, social and general wel­
fare of public employees at all 
levels of government.”
Martin found inconsistencies 
in the pay scale between Univer­
sity departments. He said this 
is particularly evident among 
food service employees. Ac­
cording to state charts, the be­
ginning food service laborer is 
(Continued on page 16)
ployees of the station.
In responding to a question 
concerning the nature of these 
activities, Boughton said that 
radio station employees are “ op­
erating a recording and distri­
buting company--they’ re mak­
ing and selling records.”  
Boughton said that according 
to his information that the re­
cords were being sold for the 
benefit of the station manager. 
He also revealed that fees from 
the recording business were be­
ing received in a post office 
box in the name of the station 
manager,
Jn response to Houghton’ s al­
legations, Senate member Rich­
ard Ross, also an announcer 
at WUNH, pointed out that this 
information did not indicate de­
finite misconduct by the station 
employees, Ross said that to 
his knowledge the only person 
drawing a salary from the re­
cording work being done at the 
station was the recording en­
gineer, Ross noted that the 
engineer was being paid for tech­
nical work which he performed 
during the recording session at 
(Continued on page 4)
Conference Sat: 
How To Protest
What is the recipe for a suc­
cessful protest?
A discussion meeting called 
Action and Effect, which will 
cover the new and old means 
of action and protest used by 
small groups will be held in 
the MUB all day Saturday,
The event is endorsed by MU- 
SO and will be divided into five 
different meetings on different 
contemporary topics.
Jeff Stamps, an organizer of 
the discussion, said, “ It seems 
that many of the traditional and 
recently developed methods of 
protest and expression have eith­
er been proved ineffective, or 
they have been unsuited for use 
by small groups of people.”
For this reason the meeting 
is being held, he said. He 
added that “ while manv of the 
(Continued on page 16)
UNH Grad Fardshbheh Alive; 
Rumors of His Death Are False
Jamshid Fardsbisheh, a for­
mer UNH student now in the 
Iranian army, is alive. Reports 
circulated this week concerning
his execution in Iran this sum­
mer are false.
The object of student-led “ in­
vestigation”  here Tuesday of his
U N H  students began their march to RhiHitfiian
indrprndmrf oiitnidi (In TTiilinT
African Students March; Protest 
W hite M inority Rule In Rhodesia
About forty UNH African stu­
dents and their supporters mar­
ched Tuesday afternoon in pro­
test of the new white minority 
government in Rhodesia.
Led by Alberto Jentimane, pre­
sident of the African Student 
Union, the marchers started at 
the Union and paraded down the 
sidewalk to downtown Durham 
and then crossed the street and 
returned to their starting point. 
Singing a song about freedom 
and carrying placards condemn­
ing the recent declaration of in­
dependence by Rhodesia’ s white 
colonists, the marchers were 
organized to show their concern 
for the recent events in Rho­
desia and the effect upon its 
black majority.
Signs carried by the students 
bore such slogans- as “ Release 
All Political Prisoners in Rho­
desia,”  “ Away With Minority 
Rule in Rhodesia Now,”  and 
“ Down With Smith and His Col­
laborators,”
At the end of the march, Char­
les Goromonzi, a UNH student 
from Rhodesia who had returned 
that morning from a meeting 
at the United Nations with other 
Rhodesian students, spoke to the 
group.
He told the group that South 
Africa and Portugal have shown 
support for Ian Smith, of Rho­
desia. Most nations have con­
demned the new Rhodesian gov­
ernment and the United Nations 
has been seeking ways to avert 
violence over the situation. He 
added that Great Britain has 
taken steps to impose economic 
sanction on Rhodesia.
Speaking to the  ̂marchers, 
Goromonzi condemned England’ s 
move as **just talk”  and called 
for immediate economic sanc­
tions instead of instituting them 
next year, as planned.
He also favored sending Brit­
ish troops to protect the rights
(Continued on page 7)
Mil Arts Queen To Be Crowned At Ball
CAROL BAER
One of the three coeds pic 
tured will be crowned Queen of 
the 39th Annual Military Arts 
Ball Friday.
ROTC cadets voted during the 
week and chose Carol Baer, Nan 
Holgerson and Parny Patten as 
the semi-finalists. The girl
who received the most votes in 
the balloting will reign as Queen,
Carol Baer is a junior and a 
sister at Delta Zeta, She was 
sponsored by Squad One. Spon­
sored by Company C is sopho­
more Nan Holgerson, a sister 
at Alpha Chi Omega, Parny 
Patten is a freshman living at 
Scott, N A N  HOLGERSON P A R N Y  PATTEN
rumored death caused inquiries 
from Durham to W ashin^n to 
Teheran.
Friends of Fardshisheh re­
ceived word over the weekend 
that the UNH graduate had 
been executed this summer by 
the Iranian government. ]Upset 
and enraged by the newwj four 
of his friends at UNH, Daniel 
F. Ryan, James N. Kach, Ken­
neth Goldsmith, and Winthrop 
Rhoades, set up a student meet­
ing Tuesday to create “ a fact­
finding effort to ascertain the 
truth and details of the news of 
his death, ”
Goldsmith heard of the alleged 
death Saturday from an undis­
closed source near Fardshi- 
sheh’ s brother in New Jersey.
The news Saturday night 
prompted the four to cadi a stu­
dent meeting Tuesday,
About 100 persons attended 
the 4 p.m. meeting at w h i c h  
Rhoades read a petition to U 
Thant requesting the United Na­
tions to investigate the alleged 
execution.
Ryan acted as moderator; Kach 
summarized the chain of events 
and Goldsmith cited his sources 
of information.
At the meeting students ques­
tioned these sources and inquir­
ed £LS to who made the ten strong- 
(Continued on page 8)
OSW Under 
Faa lty  Study
The meeting last Thursday of 
the Faculty Committee on Stu­
dent Organizations, administra­
tive committee examining the 
proposed Organization of Student- 
Workers (OSW), ended inconclu­
sively.
The committee’ s chairman. 
Associate Professor of Educa­
tion Carlton Menge, said that 
“ we have to seek more infor­
mation,”
Most of last Thursday’ s meet­
ing was devoted to an examina­
tion of the nature of OSW and 
its objectives.
Dave Tillman, temporary bar­
gaining agent for OSW, informed 
the committee of the alterations 
that had been made in the Char­
ter since the last meeting.
The first change was made 
in article one. This article 
read — “ To provide an educa­
tion in labor relations for all 
those interested at UNH,”  The 
word “ labor”  was stricken and 
replaced with “ social,”
The reason for this, Tillman 
said, was that the organization 
was not a labor union, Keith 
Dewey, President of OSW, said 
that “ It is within the academic 
area—it is a student organiza­
tion,”
“  ‘ Social’ will stay in,”  Till­
man stated, “ to broaden the con­
text of the charter. We wish to 
use this not only as a labor
(Continued on page 16)
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Israeli Editor Compares, Contrasts, 
American and Israeli Jews
By Sandra Cohen
Pinchas Peli, a large Israeli 
with a red beard and mustache 
outlined the differences and sim­
ilarities between American and 
Israeli Jews at the Hillel meet­
ing Tuesday in the Carroll Room 
of the MUB,
“ Jews everywhere are asking 
themselves what does it mean 
to be a Jew,”  he said, A com­
mon problem to Jews every­
where is how they will preserve 
and pass on the heritage and 
tradition of the Jewish people 
and how to achieve Jewish ful­
fillment.
“ The differences between Is- 
raelii^and American Jews is ob­
vious^* Peli said, “ Israel is a 
Jew i^ state with ninety per cent 
of the population Jewish, Every­
thing and everyone is Jewish, 
The signs are all in Hebrew, 
When someone curses or insults 
you, it is in Hebrew, Every­
thing around you is breathing 
with Jewishness,
“ The shoe shine boy speaks 
Hebrew to you. The criminals 
are Jewish. The Prime Minis­
ter and even the Rabbi is Jew­
ish,”  Peli said with a chuckle 
and an evident sense of pride.
Peli, extremely partial to his 
homeland, described the type of 
democracy there. He said Is­
rael is a “ youthful country and 
each one can influence-what is 
going on. The people of Israel 
feel they have a chance to ex­
press themselves.”
Peli stated the Israeli opin­
ion of the Ecumenical Council’ s 
decision to absolve Jews from 
the killing of Christ. With a 
serious face and Israeli accent 
he said: “ This action will be 
the beginning of a new dialogue 
between Jerusalem and Rome. 
We ddn’ t have to wait around 
in the anteroom of the Eccu- 
menical Council for them to ad­
mit we’ re not guilty,
“ The Jews created the most 
important basic values of civi­
lization. Reunion of the Jews 
with the cradle of the world’ s 
religions will bring'Jews up as 
religious equals,”
“ American college life is very 
different from Israeli college 
life,”  Peli said in answer to a 
question. He said there are 
six universities in Israel with 
a total enrollment of less than 
twenty thousand. The percen­
tage of students in universities 
is less in Israel than in the 
United States.
The college system in Israel 
is based more on the European 
model. One goes to college only 
if he thinks he’ ll be an out­
standing scholar, A university 
provides professional training, 
not general education. Peli said 
that “ college in America is just 
another household appliance,’ ^
Israel has no such separations 
as Orthodox, Reformed or Con­
servative Judaism, he said, Jew 
in Israel is measured by his 
desire to be a Jew and the 
practices and principles he a- 
bides by, Peli stated his belief 
that “ toe more things you do 
to identify as a Jew, the closer 
you are to fulfillment,”
In answer to a question about 
the social life of Israeli youths, 
Peli said “ our society is de­
fined as a cultural society.”  
Israel has its own Philharmonic 
Orchestra, There are five lead­
ing theatres and fifteen minor 
ones producing plays ranging 
from classical to modern ones.
Another activity which has the 
enthusiasm of the World Series 
and is broadcast on every radio 
station in the nation is the Bible 
Quiz. Israel is divided into 
seven legions. Each l e g i o n  
chooses a champion which later 
meets with the other champions
in the largest auditorium in the 
country to answer questions a- 
bout the Bible, Tickets for the 
event must be purchased a year 
in advance.
Israel holds a world record 
in having more political parties 
per square mile than any other
country, he said. There are 
seventeen parties in the govern­
ment.
Another world record held by 
this new nation is the thirty-one 
daily national newspapers in cir­
culation. Twenty of these are 
in Hebrew; eleven in foreign
languages.
One question which confuses 
Jews and non-Jews alike is the 
distinction between Hebrew and 
Yiddish, Hebrew was the ori­
ginal language of the Jews be­
fore they left Israel. The Bible 
and other works are written in 
Hebrew,
As they settled in other lands 
the Jews took the language of 
the country and combined it with 
Hebrew. The Germanic verna­
cular was called Yiddish,
In Spain and Greece the Jews 
(Continued on page 7)
If you re looking for a nice comfy place 
to work
after graduation,
forget about General Electric.
We don’t have any place where you 
can curl up and snooze away the 
next forty years o f your career. 
There are no quiet little nooks in 
any of General Electric’s 130 oper­
ating businesses in 19 countries 
round the world.
But if you ’ re the wide-awake 
type, G.E. can provide the excite­
ment to keep you that way. Your 
first assignment may be helping us 
find applications for a whole new 
family of plastics recently devel­
oped by G.E. Or you may be work­
ing at Cape Kennedy on the Apollo 
moon program. Or you may be 
working on the marketing team for 
a new home appliance.
One thing is certain: You ’ll be 
working. You ’ll have plenty of re­
sponsibility. What you won’t have 
is a chance to doze off in the prime 
years of your career.
Talk to the man from G.E. when 
he visits campus. Come to General 
Electric, where the young men are 
important men.
J^ogress Is Our Most /rngorfant Product
GENERAL^  ELECTRIC
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On Cantus
{By the author of “ Rally Round the Flag, Boys!” , 
“ Dobie G illis”  etc.)
w ith
AfexShuIm an
YOU, TOO, CAN BE INFERIOR
The second gravest problem confronting college students 
today is inferiority feelings. (The first gravest problem is, 
of course, the recent outbreak of moult among sorority 
house canaries.) Let us today look into the causes of infe­
riority feelings and their possible cures.





(A few say there is also a fourth category: ichthyological 
inferiority—a feeling that other people have prettier fish— 
but I believe this is common only along the coasts and in 
the Great Lakes area.)
Let us start with the feeling of physical inferiority, per­
haps the easiest to understand. Naturally we are inclined 
to feel inferior to the brawny football captain or the beauti­
ful homecoming queen. But we should not. Look at all the 
people, neither brawny nor beautiful, who have made their 
marks in the world. Look at Napoleon. Look at Socrates. 
Look at Caesar. Look at Lassie.
What I mean is you can’t always tell what’s inside a 
package by looking at the outside. (Sometimes, of course, 
you can. Take Personna Stainless Steel Blades, for exam­
ple. Just one glance at that jolly blue and white package— 
so bright and pert, so neat but not gaudy—and you know it 
has to contain blades of absolute perfection. And you are
“ ...when it 
came to tying 
granny knots.”
right! Personna gives you so many shaves per blade it takes 
a math major to count them. And they are luxury shaves— 
smoother, comfortabler, kinder to the kisser. Moreover, 
-Personna comes both in Double Edge and Injector style. 
And as if this weren’t enough, Personna is now offering you 
a chance to grab a fistful of $100 bills from a $100,000 bowl! 
The Personna Stainless Steel Sweepstakes is off and run­
ning, and you’re all eligible to enter. Visit your friendly 
Personna dealer today to get details and an entry blank.)
But I digress. Let us turn now to the second category- 
mental inferiority. A lot of people think they are dumber 
than other people. This is not so. It must be remembered 
that there are different kinds of intelligence. Take, for in­
stance, the classic case of the Sigafoos brothers, Claude and 
Sturbridge, students at a prominent Western university 
(Dartmouth). It was always assumed that Claude was the 
more intelligent just because he knew more than Sturbridge 
about the arts, the sciences, the social sciences, the humani­
ties, and like that. Sturbridge, on the other hand, was ten 
times smarter than Claude when it came to tying granny 
knots. But no matter; everybody looked down on “ Stupid 
Sturbridge,”  as they called him, and looked up to “ Clever 
Claude,” as they called him. But who do you think turned 
out to be the smart one when their granny almost got loose 
and ran away? You guessed it—good old Stupid Sturbridge.
We arrive now at the final category, financial inferiority. 
One way to deal with this condition is to increase your in­
come. You can, for example, become a fence. Or you can 
pose for a life class, if your college is well heated.
But a better way to handle financial inferiority is to ac­
cept it philosophically. Look on the bright side of poverty. 
True, others may have more money than you have, but 
look at all the things you have that they don’t—debts, for 
instance, and hunger cramps.
Always remember, dear friends, that poverty is no dis­
grace. It is an error, but it is no disgrace.
©  1965, Max Shulman
■jf. ^ ^•TV ^ W
Rich or poor, you can all afford luxury shaving—with Per­
sonna® Stainless Steel Blades and Personna's partner in 
shaving comfort, Burma Shave®! It soaks rings around 
any other lather and it’s available in regular or menthol.
Hot Pretzels And Dyammersdimeits'g'selln
By Diane Kruchkow
You twisters and fruggers — 
have you ever done the Hot Pret­
zels, Jaegermarsch, or D’Ham- 
merschmeits’ g’ selln? These are 
just some of the many foreign 
dances studied by the only for­
eign folk dance group in the 
area—the Durham Reelers,
The name of the group is 
from a dance called the Dur­
ham Reel, similar to the Vir­
ginia Reel, Although their spec­
ialty is European folk dancing, 
the Reelers do American danc­
ing also.
During the first of the year 
the group does traditional square 
dances, and then learns Euro­
pean dances with more intricate 
steps.
“ We are not trying to be pro­
fessionals, although we do aim 
for perfection,”  said Vice Pre­
sident George LaChance, “ Danc­
ing for fun and discovering what 
you can’ t learn from books about 
other countries are the group’ s 
main objectives,”
The Durham Reelers do not 
dance in competition because they 
feel that it would hurt the ob­
jectives of the group. They 
often invite the audience to par­
ticipate in their exhibition danc­
es. The Reelers feel that much 
can be learned about the culture 
of a country by studying its 
dance forms.
Now in their sixteenth year, 
the Durham Reelers learn their 
dances through research, dance
workshops, or records. They 
even dance in authentic foreign 
costumes to add realism to their 
exhibitions. Meeting every other 
Tuesday in the MUB, they prac­
tice about twenty dances under 
the direction of their advisor. 
Miss Patricia Farrell, Assist­
ant Professor of Physical Edu­
cation,
The Reelers are a part of the 
Women’ s Recreation Associa­
tion and do exhibition dances 
for civic and religious groups 
as well as participating in re­
gional folk festivals. “ The twen­
ty-seven members of the group 
include students, faculty mem­
bers, and members of the Uni­
versity community,”  the vice 
president pointed out.
This is Jaguar for men. After-shave and cologne com­
bined. Women like it. Because it doesn’t  smell like the 
stuff they wear. Men like it. Because it comes on stronger. 
Stays on longer. Jaguar is lusty. Powerful. Potent. It's 
bottled in a stark, strong,smoky-glass cylinder. It’s only 
fo r the man who gets a bang out of living, a charge 
out of leading-who plays to win, whatever the game. 
A fter-shave/cologne,53.50. Soap on a rope,52.50. 
G ift soap,.box of 3,53.00. Jaguar fromYardiey.
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WUNH . . .
(Continued from page 1)
the minimum wage of $1,25 per 
hour,
Ross stated further that the 
only other fees received by the 
station consisted of payment by 
the recording group for tapes 
and materials used during the 
recording session and a stan­
dard recording fee. He said 
that profits derived from the 
recording sessions were being 
used to supplement the income 
of the radio station, Ross con­
cluded that the money outlay 
for equipment at the station was 
as necessary as in any other 
business.
When asked later about the 
Senate charges, station manager 
Curt Bean said that they were 
false,
“ 1 own and operate a record­
ing and distributing company, 
Strafford Records,”  he said, 
“ However, I have derived no 
profit from the proceedings.”  
He said that he rented the radio 
station studios for recording ses­
sions, but paid for the rental 
from his own pocket, and the 
rental money provided addition­
al income for the station.
Bean said that anyone con­
nected with the University can 
rent, the studios at the same 
cost.
He added that at no time had 
the radio station ever purchased 
or otherwise obtained equipment 
for his own personal use, and 
that it did not intend to do so.
Any professional microphones 
used are my own,”  he said.
He said that he welcomed the 
investigation and was “ not only 
willing but insistent that I be 
permitted to demonstrate to the 
Student Senate or any interested 
persons that the staff and I are 
working only in the best inter­
est of the station, and the stud­
ent body.
Senate member David Deer- 
ing supported the proposed in­
vestigation and noted that the 
radio station’ s budget was “ quite 
a substantial amount.”  (Bud­
get is $6,080,) He also criti­
cized station practices, saying, 
“ They always say that this year 
for sure they will have the AM 
transformers in dormitories so 
that everyone can listen to them, 
not just the twelve people who 
have FM radios.,.,1 think it should 
be a full-scale investigation.”
Concerning the converters. 
Bean said that the Electrical 
Engineering department had pro­
vided the station with a con­
vertor design, but that they did 
not want to release it until fur­
ther tests were made.
He said that to his knowledge 
the station had violated no FCC 
rules.
As the Senate passed the in­
vestigation bill. Grant Boughton 
announced that the committee 
would investigate extensive e- 
quipment outlays, alleged viola­
tions of FCC rules, as well 
as other technical matters at 
WUNH,
Boughton said, “ My idea was 
not to condemn individuals with­
in the radio station because I 
just don’t know.,..The point is 
that they are purchasing equip­
ment which is used solely in 
this personal company with 
WUNH funds that are provided 
from the student activity tax.”
Eavesdroppers listened intent­
ly as state senators Albert Fang 
and Bertram Claw caucused for 
lunch at Dunphy’ s the other day.
“ I’ ll have corned beef on rye,”  
said Fang,
“ Make that two,”  added Claw.
W iD C m C  Flan 
Inter-Dorm Activities
Phones & Thieves Still Missing; 
East-West Men Share One Phone
The Men’ s and Women’ s In­
terdormitory Committees are 
trying to stop UNH from being 
called a suitcase college.
The lack of social activities 
during the weekends has alarm­
ed the MIDC and WIDC and they 
are organizing to plan more di­
versified activities to give stu­
dents something to do for re­
creation.
The social .chairmen of the 
men’ s and women’ s dorms have 
met to plan activities for the 
future pending student interest. 
Some of the events planned in­
clude hug football games, folk 
music fests, fireside dis­
cussions, cribbage and bridge 
tournaments, skating parties, ski 
trips, joint Christmas parties.
and student slide programs.
With the exception of Stoke 
Hall, dormitory cooperation has 
been encouraging. Student in­
terest and ideas are needed for 
the success of the venture, and 
the social chairmen of each dorm 
are welcoming all suggestions.
The first all-dormitory spon­
sored activity will be a dance 
featuring the Spectras in the 
Randall -  Hitchcock recreation 
room on December 4. Ray Spen­
cer’ s Port City Triality, a cam­
pus folk group will also perform 
during the evening.
According to observers, the 
Japanese comet Ipso Facto col­
lided with the sun Friday morn­
ing, causing widespread dam­
age.
The identity of the phone  
thieves still remains unknown.
According to Dean Richard F. 
Stevens, intensive investigation 
by campus security police has 
not uncovered the group of van­
dals who snipped the lines off 
twelve campus phones and two 
pay phones and removed the re­
ceivers from East-West Hall on 
November 6,
Stevens said that the phones 
were removed between 1 and 
6 a.m, as none of the residents 
of the men’ s dorms noticed their 
disappearance until early that 
morning. The night watchman, 
who checks the hall three to 
four times a night, reported see­
ing nothing unusual during his 
rounds.
Stevens was unable to specu­
late as to who the. thieves might 
be. Insufficient information sug­
gests the possibility that the 
vandalism was done by indivi­
duals from off campus. The 
Dean seemed to think that this 
was the case but failed to rule 
out the possibility that students 
might have been responsible.
“ Vandalism of this nature is 
difficult to prevent since thê  
men’ s dorms are unlocked and 
are easily accessible,”  Stevens 
pointed out, “ We will have to 
wait for the guilty ones to in­
advertently reveal themselves.”
At present, all the students 
are using one phone in West 
Hall pending replacement of the 
stolen phones.
A man whose taste has grown up.
A man with a thirst for a manlier brew.
Graduate from beer. Graduate to Bailantine Ale.
It’s light like beer, but what a difference.
Real tangy. Bolder. Keener. More to the point.
Try Bailantine Ale . . .  you’ll be an Ale Man, too.
(Planning a party? Call your local distributor 
for Bailantine Ale. He’ll be happy to serve you.)
b a u a n t i n e 4 ( p
P. BAILANTINE & SONS. NEWARK, N.J.
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Winter Parking Restrictions Begin Dec. 1
Parking on all streets in Dur­
ham between 12 midnight and 6 
a.m„ is prohibited beginning Dec. 
1, the Durham Police Depart­
ment has announced.
This regulation goes into ef­
fect every winter to allow the
snow plows to clear the entire 
street during the night. The 
regulation will be lifted April 1.
Cars parked during the above 
hours will be towed away at the 
owner's risk and expense. The 
owner will be required to pay
all towing costs (from $7.50 to 
$15.00) and fines before the car 
is released.
Violation of the regulation is 
punishable by a penalty of five 
dollars; if Qourt action results, 
the fine cannot exceed $25.
New Field House Means 
More Phys. Ed, for Men
All freshman boys will be re­
quired to take four semesters 
of physical education beginning 
in the academic year 1966-67.
The Company’s first engine, the Wasp, took 
to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the 
Wasp set its first world record and went on 
to smash existing records and set standards 
for both land and seaplanes for years to 
come, carrying airframes and pilots higher, 
farther, and faster than they had ever gone 
before.
In recent years, planes powered by Pratt 
& Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set 
new standards of performance in much the 
same way as the Wasp had done in the 
1920’s. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of 
the new family of short-to-medium range 
jetliners which are powered by the highly 
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of 
current military utilizations are the J58- 
powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently 
established four world aviation records and 
the advanced TF30-powered F-111 variable- 
geometry fighter aircraft.
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Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look 
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers 
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting 
stability—where engineers and scientists are recog­
nized as the major reason for the Company’s con­
tinued success.
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of 
energy conversion for every environment. . .  all opening 
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aero­
space, marine and industrial power application. The 
technical staff working on these programs, backed by 
Management's determination to provide the best and 
most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has 
already given the Company a firm foothold in the cur­
rent land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our 
country’s future. The list of achievements amassed 
by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the 
development of compact power plants, dating back to 
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States 
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These 
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled 
the Company to obtain its current position of leader­
ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen 
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you’ll be assigned early responsi­
bility. You’ll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s 
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You’ll 
find' opportunities for professional growth further en­
hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Educa­
tion Program. Your degree can be al BS, MS or PhD in: 
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL 'LECTRICAL • CHEMICAL 
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY •  METALLURGY 
•  CERAMICS •  MATHEMATICS •  ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR 
APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt 
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement 
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, 
Connecticut 06108.
SPECIALISTS IN POWER. . .  POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS­
TRIAL APPLICATIONS. *
Pratt & W h itney  P ircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST  HARTFO RD. C O N N EC T ICU T  
FLORIDA OPERATIONS W EST  PALM  BEACH, FLO R ID A




According to Dr, James Long, 
Director of Physical Education, 
the old rule requiring men to 
take four semesters of physical 
education will be reactivated 
when the new field house is 
completed next September.
Women are required to take 
four semesters of physical ed­
ucation but the men have only 
been required to take two be­
cause of inadequate facilities.
With the new expanded faci­
lities, Long hopes that more 
students will participate in re­
creational activity. “ It is a 
proven fact that students who 
participate in some type of ath­
letic activity perform better in 
the classroom ," Long pointed 
out. He added, “ With all the 
changes in living and health prob­
lems, the need for physical act­
ivity is more serious than ever 
before."
A ten dollar recreational fee 
will be mandatory for all stud­
ents next semester to help pay 
for the added recreational faci­
lities, Long stated that the 
fee “ is the only way the money 
can be raised to pay for the 
facilities." He added that a 
fee is common on campuses a- 
cross the country.
The recreational fee is in no 
way connected with the expand­
ed requirement of physical edu­
cation classes. It is concerned 
only with leisure activities, in­
tramural sports, and v a r s i t y  
teams,
Mendum Pond, which is lo­
cated about six miles from the 
University, will be improved for 
recreational use, according to 
Long. The Outing Club and 
the Sailing Club presently use 
the pond for canoeing and sail­
ing.
The Physical Education De­
partment hopes to increase the 
recreational potential of the pond 
so that students and faculty can 
use it for leisure activities. The 
area was given to the Univer­
sity a few years ago.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
'Man In Science’ 
Symposia Tomorrow
The last ofthe Centennial Sym­
posium’ s “ Man in Science" sec­
tion will be held in Johnson 
Theater tomorrow.
The fifth of the 100th anni­
versary symposia, tomorrow’ s 
program will concentrate on the 
complex role of technology in 
modern day.
Dr. Cyril S, Smith, MIT phy­
sics professor, will open the 
program at 1:15 p.m. in John­
son Theater, He will lecture 
on “ Historical Perspective in 
Science and Engineering."
Continuing the afternoon’ s pro­
gram will be Dr. Myron Tribus, 
Dean of Dartmouth’ s T h a y e r  
School of Engineering, The re­
searcher-consultant of numer­
ous engineering projects will dis­
cuss “ Current Trends in Sci­
ence and Engineering in Educa­
tion,"
After a coffee hour Dr. Ken­
neth G. McKay, the executive 
vice president of Bell Labora­
tories, will speak on “ Current 
Trends in Science and Engin­
eering in Industry," McKay, who 
is Bell’ s specialist in develop­
ments in solid state physics de­
vices, will address the sympos­
ium at 3 p.m.
Concluding the program will 
be Dr. Ernst Weber, president 
of Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, 
(Continued on page 7)
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University Calendar
FR ID A Y, NOV. 19
’̂ Centeniual Symposium: “Historical
Perspectives in Sciences and Engin­
ering;”  Dr. Cyril Smith, Institute Pro­
fessor at MIT.
“Current Trends in Science and En­
gineering in Education.”  Dr. Myron 
Tribus, Dean of Thayer Sichool of En­
gineering, Dartmouth both 1:30 p.m.
Johnson Theater
Coffee House 
3:15 p.m. loiblby, Johnson Theater
“Current Trends in Science and En­
gineering in Industry,”  Dr. Kenneth 
McKay, vice president. Bell Telephone 
Laboratories.
“Future Trends in Technology,”  Dr. 
Ernest Weber, president. Polytechnic 
Institute of Brooklyn 
both 3:15 p.m. Johnson Theater
“Student - Faculty Relations”  to be 
discussed by a panel of students and 
faculty; American Association of Uni­
versity Professors; moderator: Prof. 
Robert Sylvester.
8 p.m. Carroll Belknap Room
Military Ball
9 p.m. N . H. Hall
SA TU R D A Y, NOV. 20
Centennial Symimsium: “ Careers in 
Science”  —  CAN CELLED  
Danish Gym- Team
7 p.m. '  \  N. H . Hall
M USO Jazz N ight: proceeds to benefit 
the Morin Poetry Prize
8 p.m. Strafford Room
SU N D A Y , NOV. 21
Women’s Glee Club Concert 
8 p.m. Richards Auditorium,
Murkland
M O N D AY, NOV. 22
Modern missions: Mrs. Elizabeth Elliot 
6:30 p.m. Hamilton Smith 114
Philosophy Lecture: “Justification”  
Douglas McGee, professor o f Philoso­
phy at Bowdoin College 
8 p.m. Senate-Merrimack Room
M USO Dance
S p.m. Strafford Room
T U E SD A Y, NOV. 23
Residence Halls close, 7 p.m.
SU N D A Y , N OV. 28
Residence Halls Open. 2 p.m.
Memorial Union Hours during 
Thanksgiving Vacation
Tuesday, Nov. 23: Facilities close at 7 p.mi.
Wednesday, Nov. 24 : Facilities closed; Ad­
ministrative offices open 8 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday: Facilities
closed
Sunday, Nov. 28: Building and reception 
desk open at noon; Games area open 
at 2 p m .; Snack Bar open a t  4 p.m .; 
no Cafeteria service.
Library Hours during Vacation:
Tuesday, Nov. 23 : 8 a.m. to 4:30 p m .
Wednesday, Nov. 24: 8 p.m. to 4:30 p m ,
Thursday through Saturday: closed
Sunday, Nov. 28: 6 p.m. to midnight
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates in m e c h a n ic a l ,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEM ICAL, 
ELECTRICAL, 
and M ETALLURGICAL  
EN G INEER ING
EN G INEER ING  M EC HA NICS  
APPLIED  M ATHEM ATIC S  
PHYSICS and  
EN G INEER ING  PHYSICS
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Pratt &
W h itn e y
P irc ra ft
MONDAY, DEC. 6
A p p o in tm en ts  should be m ad e  
in advance through your 
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S PE C IA L IS T S  IN  POW ER ■ ■ . POWER FOR P R O P U L S IO N  — POWER FOR A U X I L I A R Y  SYSTEMS  
C U R R E N T  U T I L I Z A T I O N S  IN C LU D E  AIRCR AFT,  M IS S IL E S ,  SPACE V E H IC L E S ,  M A R I N E  A N D  I N D U S T R I A L  A P P L IC A T IO N S .
Dean Sackett Takes World Tour; 
Visits Former UNH Students
By Jon Kellogg
Everett B, Sackett, Dean of 
Liberal Arts, left Monday for 
a two-month, around-the-world 
vacation tour in which he hopes 
to visit former UNH foreign stu­
dents and “ find out what they 
are doing now, in relation to 
what they would have done had 
they not come to the Univer­
sity.”
Sackett and his wife will first 
visit Portugal, then Greece, the 
United Arab Republic, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, India, Thailand, Singa­
pore, Hong Kong, Japan, and 
Honolulu. The trip is the Sac- 
kett’ s first extended vacation 
since 1943. It is in no way 
subsidized with the University,
Some of the former UNH for- 
e i^  students Sackett will visit 
include a Nigerian who was the 
first African student to attend 
UNH. Sackett finds that most 
of the foreign students come 
from Asia,
While in Africa the Sacketts 
will be the guests of Oscar K, 
Buros, publisher of the Mental 
Measurements Yearbook, Ac­
cording to Sackett, the annual 
publication is “ a consumer’ s 
guide to mental education tests 
and includes every test in use 
today,”
Buros is a Fulbright scholar 
and is in Africa for the Ford 
Foundation setting up an educa­
tional testing program for the 
east African nations.
While in east Africa with the 
Buros, the Sacketts will go on 
a safari. “ We won’t be shoot­
ing any lions,”  he said, “ but 
we will visit game preserves 
in Ugonda.”
While on his two-month vaca­
tion, Sackett hopes to visit a 
few foreign universities.
Dr. Melville Neilson will be 
Acting Dean during Sackett’ s ab­
sence.
Surprise!
your ArtCarved Diamond Ring comes 
to you on its own precious throne.
L O T U S B L O S S O M on a little throne
All styles shown with their little thrones, charmingly gift boxed 
from $150 to $1200 backed by the written ArtCarved 
guarantee and Permanent Value Plan.
©
D I ^ A M  D I A M O N D  I C I N G S
For free folder write J. R. W ood  & Sons, ln c..^16  E. 45th St.. New York 10017
p  See Dream Diamond Rings only at these Authorized ArtCarved Jewelers n
Claremont —  Fred Allen 
Dover —  A . E. Alie 
Hanover —  Ward Amidon 
Nashua —  Burque Jewelers, Inc. 
Laiconia —  Jack C. Sawyer 
Manchester —  LeMay Bros.
Portsmouth —  The Brown Jewelry Co. 
Rochester —  Conrad E. Alie
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Glee Club 
Concert Sun.
A program of sacred and sec­
ular works will be presented 
Sunday by the UNH Women’ s 
Glee Club at 8 p.m. in Rich­
ards Auditorium in Murkland,
Under the direction of Irving 
D, Bartley, associate professor 
of music, the 70-member group 
will sing sacred works by Bach, 
Mozart and Hanson. They will 
also sing a Welsh melody ar­
ranged by K. K. Davis.
Also included in the program 
will be lighter works such as 
“ Schvanda Polka”  by Weinbur- 
ger, “ The Galway Piper”  ar­
ranged by Fletcher, “ When the 
Roses Bloom”  by Reichardt, 
“ Father William”  by Irving Fine, 
“ Sigh No More, Ladies”  by 
Vaughan Williams, and “ Let My 
Song Fill Your Heart”  by Char­
les.
Charles Batchelder, a fresh­
man, and Beverly Brown, a soph­
omore, will each give organ sol­
os.
Jay Zoller, a music major, 
will be the group’ s accompanist.
P o M  T  t» 0  
T T C I F O !  
C U F f ^ N o Tk S  
i V i L L S A A  
t h e  D A Y !
SHAKESPEARE 
IS EASIER.......
r.when you let Cliff’s Notes 
your guide. Cliff's Notes 
explain most of Shakespeare’s 
plays including Antony and Cleo­
patra. For each play Cliff’s Notes 
gives you an expert scene-by­
scene summary and character 
analysis. In minutes, your under­
standing will in­
crease. C liff’s 
N otes cover 
more than 125 
major plays and 
no ve l s .  Use  
them to earn 
better grades in 
all your litera­
ture courses.
125 Titles in all-am ong  
them these favorites:
Hamlet • Macbeth • Scarlet Letter • Tale 
of.Two Cities • Moby Dick • Return of the 
Native • The Odyssey • Julius Caesar • 
Crime and Punishment • The Iliad • Great 
Expectations • Huckleberry Finn • King 
Henry IV Part I • Wuthering Heights • King 
Lear » Pride and Prejudice • Lord Jim • 
Othello • G ulliver’s Travels • Lord of 
the Flies
$1 at your bookseller
or write:
CLIFF’S NOTES, INC.
Betkaiy Statist, Liaciti, Ntkr. ilSIS
Alberto Jentimane
March . .  .
(Continued from page 1) 
of the blacks,
Goromonzi said he is “ quite 
dissatisfied with the U. S, poli­
cy”  and that this country should 
impose immediate economic 
sanctions and take a more de­
finite stand in supporting the 
natives.
Eighteen soldiers of Smjth’ s 
government have been killed and 
several natives hurt in recent 
violence, according to the Rho­
desian student. The natives have 
burned several factories. He 
expressed fear of a war between 
supporters of Smith’ s govern­
ment and the blacks in which, 
he said, other nations would take 
sides.
He pointed out that 1200 South 
African volunteers are ready to
Students Must 
Register Bicycles
Bicycle riders — have you 
registered your bike with the 
Durham Police Department?
All student bikes as well as 
those belonging to town residents, 
must be registered, according 
to the Durham police. Failure 
to comply with this ordinance 
may result in court action, fines 





REASONABLE. . .COMFORTABLE. . .CONVENIENT
Make it gay, festive 
and enlightening. The 
Sloane House YMCA 
helps you do it with 
special holiday programs.
The William Sloane 
House YMCA has 1491 
rooms available to 
men, women and 
groups, sensibly priced 
at $3.15-$4.50 single; 
$4.80-$5.20 double.
Rates include YMCA 
membership.
Coffe Shop •  Cafeteria 
Laundry •  Barber Shop 
Check Room •  Tailor 
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PENN STATION
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move into Rhodesia to support 
Smith’ s troops. The rest of 
black Africa has shown its will­
ingness to send troops to aid 
the Rhodesian blacks and British 
troops.
Goromonzi commented that “ it 
is not likely that Britain will 
send in troops.”  He did hope 
that it would maintain its sup­
port of the blacks or they would 
have to take it upon themselves 
to overthrow the white minority
He also hoped that the United 
Nations would “ come up with 
something constructive”  to en­
able the British to mediate with 
the whites and avoid unnecessary 
violence in his country.
Last week, the white minority 
of Rhodesia, led by Ian Smith, 
declared their independence from 
Great Britain. Previous to this, 
the colonists had been engaged 
in lengthy talks with English 
leaders concerning indepen­
dence.
Great Britain has been de­
manding a greater voice for Rho­
desia’ s blacks and has failed to 
come to terms with the white 
leaders who want white minority 
rule in the country. It was for 
this reason and due to the un­
fruitful talks, that Smith and 
his followers severed ties with 
the mother country.
Symposia . . .
(Continued from page 5) 
who will speak on “ Future Trends 
in Technology,”  Weber is a 
pioneer in high frequency elec­
tronic research.
The “ Careers in Science”  pro­
gram scheduled for Saturday 
morning has been cancelled, the 
Centennial Committee has an­
nounced.
ASU President Jentimane 
Speaks On Mozambique
By Tony O’Malley
Alberto Jentimane is an Afri­
can foreign student here at the 
University. Like many of his 
fellow Africans determined to 
see their country rid of foreign 
control, Jentimane is deeply con­
cerned with the national libera­
tion front in his country, Mo­
zambique, a Portuguese colony 
since 1948,
Commenting on Mozambique’ s 
fight for its right of self-deter­
mination, J,pntimane, who is pre­
sident of the African Students 
Union, said that Portugal has 
refused to listen to requests 
of its colonies and the United 
Nations for the self-determina­
tion of Mozambique. He said 
the reason for the refusal is 
“ the assumption that African 
territories are nothing but in­
tegral parts of Portugal,”  and 
thus have no right to self-det­
ermination within the union,”
Black Servants - White Masters
Jentimane added, “ Portugal 
further argues that its African 
peoples are Portuguese citizens. 
This is contradictory to the fact 
that the blacks are servants and 
the whites are masters.”
According to Jentimane, the 
whites have entire control of 
the economy. “ The governor- 
general of Mozambique, as well 
as all top civil servants, are 
appointed by the Portuguese gov­
ernment in Lisbon and are held 
accountable only to the same.”  
Therefore, Jentimane emphasiz­
ed, the blacks cannot elect their 
officials.
Jentimane said that the Portu­
guese government declared that 
the Africans cannot govern them­
selves because they are not edu­
cated, Yet they use economic 
and political measures to make 
it difficult, if not impossible, 
for a native to get an educa­
tion,
“ The Portuguese government 
only pays a high salary to the 
few Africans who have reached 
the status of an “ assimilado.”  
He explained that “ an assimi­
lado was one who had reached 
the status and, theoretically at 
least, had the same rights as 
Portuguese citizens,”
“ When an African reaches this 
level,”  Jentimane went on, “ he 
is given an identification card, 
which he is to show before en­
tering any public place,”  He 
added, “ Needless to say, these 
assimilados are but a meager
There are other areas 
with ski schools.
And other areas with learn-to-ski weeks.
And other areas with 
well-known ski instructors.
But only Suearbush has 
Stein Eriksen.
(THAT’S SUGARBUSH FOR YOU. ALWAYS SOMETHING TO STAY AHEAD OF THE PACK.)
SU G A R B U SH
the ski resort with something for everyone
Every week a Stein Eriksen “ Learn to Ski Week” 
except Dec. 20-24, Dec. 27-31 and Feb. 21-25. For further information 
write Sugarbush Valley, Warren 20, Vt.
number of the population.”
The majority of the natives, 
if able to find a job at all, 
receive salaries ranging from 
six to ten dollars a month, while 
the assimilados make from fifty 
to two hundred dollars a month, 
he said,
“ The majority,”  the student 
from Mozambique commented,”  
are expected to pay a non-grad­
uated tax of about twelve dollars 
a year. The assimilados, on 
the other hand, if they did not 
enter military service (which 
exempts them from all taxes), 
are expected to pay a tax of 
one dollar and fifty cents a year 
for the next twenty-five years.”  
This can be paid in a lump 
sum,
“ The political measures are 
inherent in the economic ones,”  
Jentimane stated. “ The gov­
ernment realizes that if it satis­
fies those who are capable of 
starting a liberation movement, 
it does not have to consider 
the well-being of the majority,”  
Conference Tables-
Updating the conversation, 
Jentimane continued, “ The pre­
sent problem is getting the Portu­
guese government to come to 
conference tables,”  The nation­
al movement, under the guidance 
of Frelimo, a politically aligned 
organization (neither pro-West 
or pro-East), has been forced 
to come to the “ ultimate means 
of negotiation,”  Jentimane said 
that this group has secured arms 
and are fighting the colonial re­
gime. It still considers forcing 
Portugal to negotiate its prim­
ary purpose,
“ Those who fight with the Fre­
limo,”  he continued, “ fight only 
the Portuguese armed forces be­
cause they believe that the colo­
nial government is supported by 
this body.”
The African student said that 
the Frelimo refrains from tak­
ing reprisals against civilians. 
The civilians are free to stay 
or leave.
Citing a recent encounter be­
tween the Frelimo and the Por­
tuguese regulars, Jentimane 
stated that “ The Frelimo, know­
ing a skirmish was going to oc­
cur in a certain town, proceeded 
to evacuate all civilians from the 
area.
The president of the African 
Student Union on campus called 
for “ all freedom loving peoples 
to give moral and concrete sup­
port to the Frelimo and its strug­
gle for liberation of Mozambique 
from the Portuguese colonial re­
gime,”  ____________—
I srael i . .  .
(Continued from page 2) 
developed a mixed Hebrew and 
Spanish language. An Arabic- 
Hebrew vernacular was also de­
veloped.
Eighty years ago when the 
Jews returned from the various 
countries to Israel, they decided 
to return to the Hebrew langu­
age which was preserved only 
in books. Peli compared modern 
day Hebrew with modern day 
English and the English used 
by Chaucer.
He ended his talk with a smile 
ajid the Israeli salutation “ Sha­
lom.”
Peli, born in Palestine, is 
editor of “ Panim El Panim,”  
a pictorial news magazine. He 
described his magazine as some­
thing “ between Life and Time.”  
It is written entirely in Hebrew 
and begins from the back.
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Editorial
All Talk And No Thought
Four UNH students brought discredit to the 
University, upset the Iranian embassy in Washington 
and might have endangered the career of a former 
student in Iran —  all because they did not think 
before they acted.
Students in college are seeking and obtaining a 
larger voice in niational and international affairs —  
and they should. But if they stupidly make false 
accusations without proving their validity, they 
should keep quiet.
The students involved claimed they heard of a 
former UNH student’s execution in Iran from an 
“ impeccable source.”  They decided, before they got 
in touch with the student’s brother, living in New 
Jersey, to organize an “ investigative”  meeting of the 
student body.
They placed inflamatory and entirely inaccurate 
posters around the campus proclaiming that the 
“ Fascist”  government of Iran had executed the boy. 
They now say that their reason for the posters was 
“to shock” the student body out of its apathetic con­
dition.
They not only shocked the student body, but 
administrators, and, eventually, representatives of 
the Iranian government.
Yesterday, responsible inquiries proved that the 
boy was alive and in good standing with the Iranian 
Army —  in fact he is now a lieutenant.
The episode did not cause extensive damage, but 
it could have. It certainly was a poor reflection of the 
mentality of the UNH student body.
And those same four UNH students were seen in 
a bar last night singing songs about the incident, 
trying to sell some of the posters and boasting to 
people of the attention they had brought to UNH.
In today’s world it is evident that anything said 
by students must be responsible. They should protest 
or inquire about affairs —  this is their prerogative.
But the fact that they lare college students does 
not release them from the responsibility of thinking 
before they speak.
Column
'Narrow 'Outlook Spoils Program
By Jeff Stampis
This year the University of 
New Hampshire is celebrating its 
100th anniversary. Appropriately 
for an educational institution, it 
is recognizing this century of 
progress and the grand nopes for 
the future in an intellectual fash­
ion, An impressive series of, 
speeches and symposia was plan-' 
ned, centering around the mag­
nificent themes of Man and 
Science, Man and the Arts, and 
Man and Society, This is the Cen­
tennial program now in progress 
to mark this historical and land­
mark year.
The resulting opportunity for 
free expression and academic en­
deavor should have been exciting, 
A great deal of money was set 
aside for the exposition and an 
enormous collection of faculty 
and administrators got together 
on committees to formulate *the 
epic program. With a vision of 
courage that would symbolize the 
path the University has taken and 
would blaze in the future, the 
three monumental themes were 
tackled. This year, 1966, would 
indeed be looked back on in pride 
for years to come for the in­
tellectual content and vigour that 
the Centennial observance would 
bring to Durham, It would be, 
someone said, “ an intellectual 
orgy.”
As I have not, however, atten­
ded any of the events of tois ex­
travaganza, I would like to indic­
ate the reasons why. The answer 
is relatively simple: the men and 
their topics were somewhat less 
than interesting to me--and ap­
parently to most of the student 
body, since student attendance 
has been dismal at best,
Friday the last “ Man in 
Science”  symposia is to be pre­
sented, The topic is “ The Inter­
action Between Technology and 
Modern Society”  — as viewed by 
four engineers, three of whom 
(the News Bureau emphasizes) 
are involved is some educational 
capacity. The lectures are as 
follows; a research specialist in 
metallurgy and fissionable mat­
erial bm “ Historical Perspectiv­
e s ^  Science and Engineering,’’̂  
a ddan of an engineering school 
and a researcher in icing and 
water conservation on “ Current 
Trends in Science and Engineer­
ing,”  a vice president of Bell 
Labs who specializes in solid 
state devices on “ Current Trends 
in Science and Engineering in In­
dustry,”  and the president of an 
engineering school and a pioneer 
in high frequency electronic re­
search, “ Future Trends in Tech­
nology,”
I will not. say these programs 
are not valuable sessions for ex­
ploring the limited topics pre­
sented, I’ m sure the programs 
are of real value and, as I assume 
that these events were construct­
ed for the specialized majors in-
Letters To The Editor
In Defense D f Fraternities, ROTC, Football
To the Editor;
Professor Silas Weeks’ letter 
in the last issue of the New 
Hampshire represents another 
sad but predictable step in the 
popular progression, from mild 
tolerance to total uninvolvement.
If a University is without a 
dedicated and interested faculty, 
a spirited and responsive alum­
ni, or a student body which has 
some degree of common interest 
in its school’ s welfare, that Un­
iversity exists in name only.
The military, thankfully, 
seems to have survived despite 
its critics, and during my hitch 
I was one. Unhappily, it seems 
to be necessary to fight for 
survival in the world at pre­
sent, and the better trained are 
a nation’ s warriors, the better 
her chances of survival. That 
the UNH ROTC program is vol- 
imtary and still draws tremen­
dous support from the student 
body is encouraging. Unlike 
Mr, Weeks, there are apparent­
ly many students who believe 
that a degree of responsibility 
for the safety and security of 
their country is inherent in the 
privilege which is theirs as cit­
izens.
Fraternities are currently 
fighting to survive on many cam­
puses not the least of which is 
UNH, Whatever their faults, 
they are self-governing groups, 
managing their own economies, 
administering their own con­
cepts of right and wrong, and 
demanding loyalty from their ad­
herents, Those who see not a 
grain of justification, nor a sing­
le admirable quality in this form 
of group exercise, cause me to 
wonder if they indeed believe 
in any agency which tends to 
weld a body of individuals into 
a responsible group,
Mr, Weeks’ conception of our 
“ professionalized”  athletic pro­
gram is the most ludicrous of 
all. If we should, as he sug­
gests, drop our football pro­
gram thus removing one of the 
best opportunities for students 
to gain some sense of identity
with their school, what would 
we have left.
Tell every football player, past 
and present, that not a single 
lesson learned on the field was 
worth the sweat it was written 
in.
Close each fraternity and ex­
plain to the students that this 
form of self-government is in 
fact pure tyranny. Remove ev­
ery opportunity for the mem­
bers to develop a sense of in­
dividual responsibility within the 
group, and an awareness of soc­
ial behavior and misbehavior.
Inform every ROTC cadet that 
the commission toward which 
he is working is a waste of 
energy—that the country which 
he will serve is so misguided 
in its policies, as to be un­
worthy of his devotion.
The “ peripheral activity”  
which is in fact most “ inimical”  
to the concept of this or any 
other University, is the aston­
ishing lack of understanding, ap­
preciation, and spirit which is 





During Monday’ s session of 
the UNH Student Senate a resolu­
tion was adopted providing for 
the investigation into activities 
of the student radio station, WU- 
NH-FM, As Station Manager 
of the organization, I was asked 
to comment, and my views are 
expressed in an article elsewhere 
in this issue.
My purpose here, however, is 
to explain more clearly my per­
sonal relationship in this matter 
and to attempt to correct what 
appears to be the misgivings 
of a deliberate few. Had the 
persons involved been genuinely 
concerned with the students’ wel­
fare (as is the - claim), a few 
direct questions to any staff 
member of WUNH would have 
been sufficient. As it was none 
of the staff nor I was approached 
prior to Monday’ s meeting.
In answer to a specific claim, 
I do own a registered company 
the purpose of which is to pro­
vide for the recording and manu­
facture of records. In so doing 
I have found it advantageous to 
utilize the studios of WUNH, 
and for this benefit I paid the 
standard station rental fee, I 
have not detracted from station 
Income in doing this, but rather 
provided additional income 
through groups contacting me 
directly. Anyone connected with
the University may rent the stu­
dios in the exact same fashion.
At no time have I ever utilized 
my position at WUNH to my own 
personal advantage in acquiring 
business. Additionally, the radio 
station has never purchased or 
otherwise obtained equipment for 
my own personal use, I have 
in my personal possession near­
ly $1000 worth of recording e - 
quipment, none of which was 
procured through the station,
I am genuinely interested in 
the future of the station on this 
campus and its increasing ser­
vice to the University commun­
ity, Since I became Station 
Manager it has more than trip­
led its staff size and weekly 
broadcasts have increased near­
ly 100 per cent. The future 
will reveal an even better re­
cord, I am sure,
I am not willing but insistent 
that I be permitted to demon­
strate to the Student Senate or 
any other interested persons that 
the staff and I are working only 
in the best interests of the sta­
tion and, subsequently, in the 
best interests of the student body, 
I, therefore, invite the investi­
gation and consider it an oppor­
tunity to demonstrate the validity 
of my firm confidence in the 
work of your campus radio sta­
tion,
Curtis B, Bean
volved, I hope tnat cnese stuuents 
at least benefited. What I don’ t 
understand, however, is what re­
lation these events had to the 
theme “  Man in i Science,”  or why 
the University chooses to demon­
strate its hundred years of pro­
gress with such dull affairs.
Science and Man is significant, 
perhaps the most significant topic 
for intellectual treatment. Sci­
ence obviously has and is  pro­
foundly shaping man’ s destiny. 
And what of Man--a bundle of 
nerves and passion, or reason 
and irrationality—in relation to 
objective science? What of the in­
numerable and immeasurable 
important similar questions?
It is obvious that the program 
has not been designed with any 
sizable number of students in 
mind. In fact, it looks like a put- 
up public relations effort so the 
“ outside”  can see all the con­
structive things the University is 
doing. Yet they claim they want 
students to come—they say they 
miss us.
Some people in T-Hall have 
been complaining to the depart­
ments that students haven’ t been 
turning out; others from T-Hall 
have been coming to student lead­
ers and asking if there isn’ t some
(Continued on. page 9)
Fardshisheh . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
ly worded posters that had been 
distributed on campus Tuesday 
morning,
Ryan attributed the signs to 
Ray Myerback, This name, he 
said Wednesday night to the New 
Hampshire, was fictitious and 
he claimed all responsibility for, 
the signs.
The group of four began look­
ing into the validity of the story 
and discovered Wednesday that 
Fardshisheh was alive.
The wire services investigat­
ed the rumor and a Teheran 
correspondent learned that Fard- 
shishesh was alive.
The Iranian government, now- 
ever, was anxious to know why 
inquiries were made about Fard­
shisheh, who is a lieutenant in 
the Iranian army.
The story of the student meet- 
Jig and Fardshisheh’ s alleged 
death were carried by the major 
wire services earlier this week.
The group received further 
confirmation that the alumnus 
is alive when they contacted his 
brother Fred, who is a student 
at Stevens Institute of Techno;- 
logy in Hoboken, N. J,
Fred said he received a letter 
from his brother in August, after 
he was supposed to have been 
executed.
The group released a state­
ment to the press Wednesdays 
stating “ We regret that prema­
ture judgments based on what 
later proved to be erroneous 
information prompted us to take 
actions which are the source of 
embarrassment both to Jamshid 
and the Iranian government,”
“ We at no time and in no 
way planned the Tuesday student 
meeting as a protest against 
the actions of the Iranian gov-| 
ernment, but only as an organ-* 
izing step to secure more in­
formation,”
When questioned about the 
strong anti-Iranian tone of the 
ten posters Ryan said, “ We did 
it to shock people, to get them 
interested,”
He continued that their tone 
was harsh to arouse a “ seem­
ingly apathetic”  student body,
Fardshisheh graduated from ' 
UNH in 1959 with a degree in 
technology. The four, who knew 
him then, said he was “ a very 
gregarious guy—he wouldn’t run 
around starting revolutions. We 
couldn’t imagine him involved 
in something like this,”
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A R O U N D  THE Q U A D
IN  SEVEN D A Y S
Gibbs Men Cycle 
For 168 Hours
Seven days, seven flat tires 
and 168 hours after it started, 
the Gibbs Hall Bicycle Mara­
thon ended last Monday at noon
The goal to keep a bicycle 
in motion twenty-four hours a 
day for an entire week was ac­
complished, Every hour the 
riders changed with only ten 
seconds allowed for the switch
The unprecedented feat brought 
wide-spread publicity, but as yet, 
no challengers. There were two 
UPI stories, parts of which were 
printed in papers from Maine to 
Rhode Island. Clippings were
Dean Richard Stevens takes 
his turn.
After 20 minutes he turns the bike over to Bob Wagner.
Centennial...
(Continued from page 8) 
imderground understanding not to 
attend.
This is, of course, silly. The 
answer is plain enough: the pro­
gram is just not very interest­
ing, True, no students were on 
any of the planning committees, 
presumable because they could 
not significantly contribute to 
such an elaborate undertaking. 
But this is hardly decisive.
What is decisive is a philos­
ophy of education that would pro­
duce such a program and a view 
of the University that would plan 
a public relations effort to pass 
off as a serious educational pro­
ject which might have differed 
with student participation.
If one tends to think of a univ­
ersity as a series of separate 
departments, of the corpus of 
knowledge being split into a num­
ber of well-defined disciplines, 
then of course engineers and 
only engineers are qualified to 
speak on “ The Interaction Be­
tween Technology and Modern So­
ciety.”  To suggest that a soc­
iologist, philosopher, economist, 
or political scientist sit with the 
engineer is thereby unnecessary.
Likewise, it is unnecessary to 
make the program times acces­
sible to students or interesting 
to students.
Outside speakers and sympos­
ia afford a special opportunity 
to hear knowledgeable and com­
petent intellectual speculation, 
to hear recognized authorities 
try to make the great and vital 
connections between disciplines 
and areas of human understand­
ing, Such opportunities are be­
coming progressively scarcer in 
a time of increasing intellectual 
specialization.
The Centennial observance, 
therefore, may be indicative of 
what the University has been— 
narrow in outlook; concerned with 
great persons and the giving of 
mutual-appreciation awards; of 
tackling the small problems in 
a big way and leaving the big 
problems unattended; of train­
ing students, not exciting them 
or giving them a sense of what 
education should be and could 
be—a continuous and dynamic 
learning process.
Despite the evidence, I still 
hold out a hope that the Univer­
sity of New Hampshire may yet 
become seriously involved in its 
fundamental obligation — un­
dergraduate education.
collected by Gibbs residents and 
posted in the lobby.
On Monday, a television cam­
era man captured the antics of 
the residents as the bicycle sped 
round* the Quad. The film was 
shown on the 6:30 news broad­
casts Monday evening and was 
met with shouts of approval by 
the Gibbs men.
Assistant Dean of Students, 
Richard F, Stevens, a former 
resident of Gibbs, was the most 
distinguished of the more than 
ninety riders. He started at 
ten Saturday morning and lasted 
twenty minutes before relin­
quishing the “ purple pig,”  the 
most favored of the five racing’ 
bicycles used, to the heartier 
Gibbs men,
R. Westly Mattern, the 19- 
year-old marathon organizer, 
rode the last hour lap on Mon­
day. He estimated the total 
distance covered at about 1500 
miles. The distance around the 
circle in front of the Quad is 
approximately one tenth of a 
mile,
A major sabotage effort failed 
Thursday night. Some culprit 
jabbed rows of thumb tacks 
through pieces of plastic tape 
and put them around the bicycle 
run. Realizing the danger, Gibbs 
retaliated. A fire drill was 
called at midnight. Once all 
the men were outside, there was 
a general explanation of the sab­
otage tactics. The fully clothed 
residents then combed the road, 
picking up all harmful objects. 
The bicycle never stopped.
Monday evening, the Student 
Senate officially congratulated 
the residents of Gibbs for show­
ing school spirit and bringing 
favorable publicity to UNH,
W es M attem , crosses the finish line marking 168 hours 
of cycling.
M attem  carries the ‘ ‘purple 








Release toe plate with 
Release front throw 12.50
Aluminum ski pole $5.50
Attaching bindings 5.00
Total Value $63.00
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE 
FOR A LIMITED TIME $ 4 9 . 5 0
FISCH ER A L U  —  FISCHER W E D E L K IN G  
K A STLE  SLALOM  & FIBER G LASS  
N O R TH LAN D  E P O XY —  M AR K ER  BINDINGS
HARDWARE HOUSE
JE N K IN S CT D U R H AM
MODEL D 700 
$69.95
SEAUD SOUTHE FAOS ABOUT THE
'k Two year unconditional 
guarantee.
k  Five winters of roughest 
testing.
k  Extremely durable and 
tough.
k  Completely waterproof — 
warm and dry.
k  Utmost security in control 
of skis.
k  No maintenance necessary.
A Y E R S & JEN KINS CO. 
56 N . Main St. 
Rochester, N  H.
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W hen a beautiful girl sings the blues, how do you lower the temperature?
There’s no insulating yourself against a girl singing 
soulfully about love gone astray. You’re going to be seared. 
A ll you can do is try to lower the heat.
In New York’s Negro communities, where you’ ll hear 
some of the hottest blues anywhere, people usually cool 
things off with a Rheingold.
A nd the same thing happens among N ew  York City’s 
Greeks and Italians and French. After they hear their
own brand of searing love song, they usually cool off 
with a Rheingold.
The fact is that in N ew  York City, where there are more 
kinds of people than in any other city in the world, more 
people drink Rheingold Extra Dry Beer than any other beer.
W h y d  o so many different people pick one beer, Rheingold?
W e don’t know. But we must be 
doing something right. HhdnQOltl
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Registrar’s Office Boasts New File System; 
Stores Records of 9 0 ,0 0 0  UNH Students
The “ girdle-busting job”  of 
the Registrar’ s clerks has been 
eliminated.
According to Assistant Regis­
trar Forbes Bryce, the bending 
and reaching for cabinet files 
has been done away with and 
valuable floor space and time 
have been saved with the in­
stallation in the Registrar’ s of­
fice recently of three Reming­
ton Rand Lektrievers — a new 
means of storing student re­
cords.
Like so many areas of the 
University affected by the year­
ly increase in enrollments, the 
Registrar’ s Office had to do 
something to make greater use 
of its limited floor space and 
increase the efficiency of its 
staff,
“ We have known that we would 
have to do something for a year 
and a half, and this looked most 
useful for our purposes,”  stated 
Registrar Owen B. Durgin, point­
ing to the three tall, light greefn 
machines standing beside a wall 
in the office.
Cataloging
“ We were going to move into 
the old Housing Office,”  Dufgin 
went on, “ but that posed a lot 
of problems,”  The Housing Of­
fice, located up the hall in the 
T-Hall basement, was vacated 
recently when its staff moved 
to new quarters in Stoke Hall.
JIM  XAVIER (Ch.E.)
o f the ’62 Bethlehem 
"L oop”  Course is an 
[engineer at our Sparrows 
Point, Md. plant—biggest 
in the world. He’s typical 
of young men on the move 
at Bethlehem Steel.
jSeniors and graduate 
(students in engineering and 
lon-technical curricula will 
soon be interviewed for 
the 1966 Bethlehem Loop 
yourse. We offer splendid 
ireer opportunities in steel 
jlant operations, research, 
^ales, mining, accounting, 
ind other activities.
ôr detailed information, 
jick up a copy o f our 
joklet, "Careers with 
iethlehem Steel and the 
5op Course,”  at your 
’ lacement Office.
An Equal Opportunity 
Employer in the Plans for 
Progress Program
E T H L E H E M
TEEL
5 T K L
The Registrar said the big­
gest problem would have been 
the movement and recataloging 
of student files, half of which 
would have to be stored up the 
hall.
He said that until the new 
filing system was installed, there 
was no place for storage of this 
year’ s 2,000 new records.
There is an eight percent in­
crease in records each year, 
according to Bryce, The Reg­
istrar’ s Office keeps each stud­
ent’ s records on file for use 
of the academic deans and pro­
spective employers.
The new filing system is com­
posed of three Lektrievers, each 
nine feet high and thirty-six in­
ches deep. The twelve shelves 
in each machine revolve like a 
ferris wheel when a button mark­
ed up, down, or reset is pushed. 
Each shelf contains the same 
amount of files usually held in 
three or more conventional file 
drawers.
Demonstrating the easy opera­
tion of the machine, Durgin ex­
plained that the shelves are 
marked in alphabetical order. 
“ For instance,”  he said, “ the 
first shelf contains the records 
of those students whose names 
range from AABA to BART.”  
The rest of the shelves are 
divided also by four letter divi­
sions.
Two of the Lektrievers are 
now being used and contain in­
dividual student records. The 
records of current students are 
stored on the left side of each 
shelf and the records of students 
who have attended the University 
within the last five years are 
stored on the right. Individual 
student  ̂records consist of a 
transcript, cqrrespondence', pet­
itions, test scores, and any in­
formation concerning the stud­
ent,
90,060 Students
The other Lektriever is now 
being filled with the permanent 
records of the 90,000 students 
who have attended UNH, These 
include the records of exten­
sion course students, summer 
school students, etc,, besides 
those of regular University stu­
dents.
The permanent records are 
being transferred from books 
containing 250 records to fold­
ers, each of which will contain 
about thirty records. Five fold­
ers will go into a folio, and 
all 550 folios will be stored in 
alphabetical order in the Lek­
triever. The more recent fol­
ios will not be full in order to 
allow for filing of future re­
cords. The permanent records 
are expected to be transferred 
into the new file by 1966.
Cardboard Records
According to Bryce, the Uni­
versity’ s records began when 
it was located in Hanover. “ The 
school physically started in 
1878,”  he said. “ We have sket­
chy records from the 1880’ s 
and it was common to find seven 
in a graduating class,”  Many 
old cardboard records are still 
on file in the Registrar’ s Office, 
Bryce complained that “ Every 
decade there is a new style 
'in keeping records,”
The permanent records, until 
installation of the three Lek­
trievers, were stored in a smaU 
vault in the office, “ We have 
absolutely outgrown the vault,”  
Bryce commented. “ It was nev­
er fire proof to begin with!”
All records have been re­
corded on microfilm since 1960,
. . . DID YOU SEE THAT 
TEDDY BEAR IN T & C’s WINDOW?
He’s F R E E  to the Lucky Winner 




EN TER A S OFTEN A S YO U  W ISH  
W ITH  EVE R Y ORDER OF D RY CLEAN IN G,
PIZZA
TAKE A BREAK EROM STUDYING
COME TO GRANT’S a n d  h a v e
A DELICIOUS PIZZA
Free Delivery on Campus for Orders of 
3 or More Pizzas From 7 to 10 p.m., Mon. - Fri.
PRICED FROM .90 -1.50
Bruce Grant, Manager UNH 1949
Senate Committee To Study 
Fraternities, Sororities at UNH
A Student Senate committee, 
will study the fraternity-soror­
ity system.
Senate  President Peter 
Spaulding introduced a bill creat­
ing a fraternity study committee. 
Spaulding, a senior and member 
of Acacia, voiced his concern 
over the goals of the fraternity 
system at the University. Spauld­
ing noted that he had met stud­
ents from other campuses where 
the fraternity-sorority system 
is much more active and pur­
poseful than at UNH,
Spaulding said the objectives 
of the committee would be “ con­
structive”  and not to belittle 
the fraternity system in anyway.
“ If the present status of the 
fraternity system continues as 
it is,”  he predicted, “ there may 
be a major change on campus.”
He said that the committee 
will not involve itself with rush-
All new records are photograph­
ed each year and are stored 
in the service building and an­
other collection is in the lib­
rary, The assistant registrar 
pointed out that the new file 
system “ does maintain indivi­
duality for the student which 
the microfilm does not. We 
don’ t have to condense or ab­
stract,”
The Lektrievers hold records 
equivalent to that of twelve con­
ventional files. They require 
less space than that of six files 
and there is no requirement for 
drawer pull space,
“ People forget the sheer time 
involved in handling large vol­
umes of material,”  the Regis­
trar stated, adding that the new 
Ifiles will enable them to serve 
the University more quickly.
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ing practices or internal affairs 
of any fraternity or sorority. 
The committee will “ work with 
the Inter fraternity Council and 
the Panhellenic Council to study 
what the goals are of the Greek 
system on campus and perhaps 
come up with some concrete 
solutions.”
After discussing Spaulding’ s 
original bill and a variety of 
organizational amendments, the 
Senate passed the final bill which 
established a committee of at 
most ten people, four of which 
the Interfraternity Council and 
the Panhellenic Council will 
choose, Spaulding will appoint 
the remaining six members, with 
at least three having no frater­
nity or sorority affiliations.




Enjoy a free full-size pouch of 
Burgundy. An aromatic blend of 
vintage tobaccos, fine taste and 
pleasant wine aroma, for the 
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Potshots
Exams Frustrate Freshman, 
Dorms 'Aren’t Like Home’
By Andy Merton
The other day we talked with 
a lovely freshman coed who was 
worried about her marks. She 
had flunked her first five exams 
by wide margins; consequently 
she was eager to start prepar­
ing for her next set well in 
advance. “ I can’t let things 
get any worse,”  she said, “ When 
Daddy gets all those F-warnings 
he’ ll probably cut my allowance 
in half—and it’ s barely enough 
to keep the T-bird nmningnow,”  
Shocked at the possibility of 
such heartless parental retribu­
tion, we resolved to help the 
lass as best we could.
“ Tell us how you prepared 
for your first set of exams,”  
we said.
“ Well,”  she said, “ I don’t 
want to make any excuses, but 
they W E R E  all on the same 
day, last Monday, So natur­
ally, as soon as I got back 
from Dartmouth Sunday night I 
started studying.”
“ Naturally,”  we said,
“ I studied a full two hours,”  
she said. “ Over 20 minutes 
for each course. That was al­
ways enough in high school, but 
I have more trouble concentrat­
ing in the dorm than I did at 
home.”
“ Why is that?”  we asked,
*^h, there are more distrac­
tions, I guess—especially Sun­
day night, when everyone wants
Missionary 
To Speak
Mrs. Elizabeth Elliot, wife of 
a missionary killed in Ecuador 
several year$ ago, will speak 
about her experiences with the 
Auca Indians of Ecuador, Mon­
day,
Following her husband’ s death, 
Mrs. Elliot returned to work 
with the Auca, She now lives in 
Franconia, Neiw Hampshire, and 
is the author of several books, 
including “ Through Gates of 
Splendor”  and “ The Savage My 
Kinsman.”
She will speak in Hamilton 
Smith 114 at 6:30 p.m. Monday.
Garboge
Garbage at fraternities and 
sororities will be collected Tues­
day and Wednesday next week 
instead of Wednesday and Thurs­
day.
Town officials announced the 
change to coincide with Univer­
sity Thanksgiving vacation.
Meet Your Friends 
at
La C o it i io
PARIS TAILOR SHOP 
for
Men andi Women
Special Master Tailor 
for Styling and Alterations 
and Remodeling for Men and 
Women.
Dover, N . H.
517 Central Ave. 
Phone 742-4303
to talk about her weekend, Cin­
dy tried to slash her wrists, 
Barbara thought she was preg­
nant, Donna had a toothache,.,, 
the usual stuff,”
“ Then, just when things quiet­
ed down a little, Eric Sullivan 
got loose.”
“ Who?”
“ Eric Sullivan— my rat. They 
decided not to use textbooks in 
Psych 401 this year. Everyone 
is raising his own rat instead. 
Eric is conditioned to bite any­
one who shows him a normal 
distribution or says the word 
‘ reactivist.’ ”
“ When you finally took your 
exams, which one gave you the 
most trouble,”  we said, chang­
ing the subject,
“ Oh, history, I guess. When 
you’ re studying the history of 
the world it’ s hard tc know ev­
erything.”
“ True, Did you have any 
choice of questions?”
“ Oh, yes—in fact we only had 
to do one out of three essay 
questions; a) Summarize and ev­
aluate the theory that the Red 
Sea was constructed by Ramses 
n ; b) Describe the effects of 
Genghis Khan on the Bolshevik 
Revolution; and c) What did Pal­
eolithic Man do for kicks?”
“ I see the problem,”  we said. 
“ Have you talked with any of 
your professors about improv­
ing your grades?”
“ Well,”  she said, “ I went 
to see my English teacher, Mr. 
Hastings, and asked him how 
I could get a “ B”  in the course, 
“ What did he say?”
“ He didn’t really say anything. 
He just looked at me with this 
funny grin. Made me feel kind 
of uncomfortable. I think Pll 
study harder next time.”
Construction On By-Pass Continues; 
Will Ease Traffic Through Town
By Bob Bruns
Someone may have ignored the 
defoliation* Someone may have 
ignored the strange sound of 
diesel engines or the blasting. 
Someone may have even ignored 
the orange dump trucks as they 
flowed to and from construction 
sights.
But it was impossible to ig­
nore the Durham by-pass pro­
ject when major routes of trav­
el became affected by construc­
tion during the last few weeks.
The most notable disturbance 
came two weeks ago when cars 
were detoured around barricades 
onto dirt surfacing while sec­
tions of the pavement along Rou­
tes 4 and 108 near Coe’ s Corner 
were chewed up by {nachines 
and hauled off.
Whatever disturbance the Dur­
ham by-pass project brings, the 
result of the construction has 
more significance when one real­
izes that the idea has been around, 
in the words of Durham select­
man James Chamberlin, since 
“ somewhere in the 1920’ s ,”
Chamberlin pointed out that 
there has been an “ evolution of 
ideas since,”  At one time, he 
said, the by-pass had a good 
chance of being constructed, but 
one gentleman in the town felt 
that people should go through 
the town and see “ the beautiful 
UNH campus,”
But UNH has seen more traf­
fic, especially heavy commer­
cial traffic, than traffic has seen 
of UNH. Soon outside traffic 
will by-pass Main Street and 
the town and University traffic.
One plan for the rerouting of 
Durham traffic was to have the 
by-pass crossing Madbury near 
the point where it now inter­
sects with Edgewood Road.
The present plans are not new.
H ey! W e’re not going to the moon, but we are 
moving like a rocket. Onr family of companies 
makes and markets over 1,000 consumer items.
W e have doubled our size in the past 10 years 
making everything from baby powder to sausage 
casings. And we expect to double our size again 
in the next 7 years. W e need engineering, business, 
and liberal arts graduates for training programs 
in Engineerings, Finance, Management Services, 
and Manufacturing. W e don’t want astronauts, 
but we do seek men who can rapidly assume real 
responsibility without being held by the hand for a 
few years. Talk about challenge I Talk about it 
with JOHNSON & JOHNSON.
Campus Interviews December 3, 1965
Sign up at your Placement Office
O'NEILS RESTAURANT
GOOD FOOD WITH 
THE FAMILY TOUCH
Richard and Ruth Gonye 
Your Ho«t>
In fact, land for the project was 
bought two and three years in 
advance.
Roadwork
According to project engineer 
Bruce Gove, roadwork was 75 
per cent complete by last week 
and progressing ahead of sched­
ule. The planned completion 
date is September of next year.
Roadwork will be discontinued 
when weather forbids it some­
time this winter, but bridge con­
struction will go on.
Immediate plans are for pav­
ing the approach areas where 
roads have been torn up. Route 
4 on the western approach will 
be paved as well as sections 
of Routes 4 and 108 near Coe’ s 
Corner.
Along the 3,1 miles of by­
pass, there will be two over­
passes and one railroad bridge.
The eastern approach to the 
by-pass will start to the right 
of the present Route 4 near 
Coe’ s Corner and will go over 
Route 108, Since Route 4 will 
be made a dead-end where the 
by-pass begins, traffic going in­
to Durham will take the by­
pass and cut under the over­
pass onto Route 108.
At Madbury Road, the by-pass
will include what the engineers 
call a “ grade intersection.”  This 
will be a regular intersection 
with a traffic light.
Built In Stages 
.The by-pass is to be built 
in stages, the first stage will 
be completed in September, 1966, 
and will be altered in the future.
The changes will be made in 
the area of the western approach 
(a Route 4 overpass is planned 
that will take the by-pass about 
1/4 of a mile west of Lee Five 
Corners), and in the area of the 
Madbury intersection,^ Land has 
already been bought for a future 
interchange, according to engin­
eer Bob McKenna,
Contractor for the project is 
the R. G. Watkins Co. of Ames- 
bury. Mass. There are approxi­
mately ninety people working on 
the one and one half million 
dollar project, which is being 






LAMBS WOOL MADE IN ENGLAND
A saddle-shoulder pullover made in England by 
Alan Paine . . . now available in Lamb’s Wool. 
Deeper, softer, richer . . .  a most luxurious 
sweater to own or to give. In colors created by 
Alan Paine. Sizes 38-46.
A remarkable value at $14.95
SQUIRE'S
Upper Square, Dover
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The 1965 UNH Varsity Hockey squad will open its season Saturday playing 
the Eastern Olympic Hockey Club at Braintree, Mass. Members of the team,, 
front row, Colin Clark, Dude Thorn, Bill Noble, Colin Sutherland, Dave 
Savidge, Bob Walsh, Steve Drapeau and Dave Hager man. In back row, Ken
Sharpe, Bill Rothwell, Bob McCarthy, captain Brad Houston, Barry Jones, 
Bill Rothwell, Jeff Hatch and coach Ruben Bjorkman. The Cats open the 
regular season against UVM December 1.
Hockey Team Opens Against Eastern Olympic Squad
The University of New Hamp­
shire Wildcat hockey squad will 
make their 1965 ice debut this 
Saturday when they tackle the 
Eastern Olympic Hockey club 
at Braintree, Mass.
Coach Rube Bjorkman has been 
running his squad through drills 
since the first of November and 
has apparently settled on the 
three lines that will start the 
campaign.
The first line will be made 
up of three sophomores, Colin 
Sutherland, and the two Bill Roth- 
wells. This trio practiced in­
formally as freshmen last win­
ter.
Dude Thorn, Barry Jones and 
Steve Drapeau compose the sec­
ond line and the combo of Jeff 
Hatch, Bob McCarthy and Dave 
Savidge currently have the nod 
as the third alignment.
Defensive pairings will find 
Brad Houston and Ken Sharpe 
along with Bob Walsh and Bill
Estabroob Pace X-C Win
The Estabrook brothers, Geor­
ge and Bob, finished one-two 
last Saturday in pacing the UNH 
cross country team to their sixth 
straight win of the season, a 
15-43 decision over UMass.
Since the Wildcats lost their 
opener to Northeastern they have 
preceded to capture their next 
six in addition to copping the 
Yankee Conference champion­
ship.
Captain George and Rick Dunn 
are the lone men who will not 
return next year as coach Paul 
Sweet will build his team around
Noble. Dave O’Connor is out 
after completing the football sea­
son but Joe Bartlett, expected 
to make an ice appearance, is 
questionable due to a mid-season 
football injury.
Veteran Colin Clark and Dave
a fine group of sophomores, 
Charlie Morrill, Mark Spring- 
ate, and Charlie Bell, three more 
sophomore runners, completed 
the sweep of the first five plac­
es in Saturday’ s runaway,
Duke Wear, another returnee, 
finished eighth.
The freshmen paced by Ev­
erett ‘ Cy’ Dunklee of Brattle- 
boro, Vt, nipped the Red men 
juniors 27-30. Bob Vanier of 
Lebanon captured third for the 
Kittens with Dick Traister and 
John Patrikus also finishing in 
the top ten.
Hagerman are the goal-tenders. 
Coach Bjorkman’ s charges will 
try to improve on their 8-14 
mark of last season when they 
open their regular slate Decem­
ber 1 at Vermont and make 
their Durham -debut Nov. 9.
BU SIN ESS OPPORTUNITY - for two or three men . . . 
to run ttie Hofbrau Haus in Newmarket. This includes an 
eight room apartment with three bedrooms. Call or write 
T. Dietz, Box 361, Bedford Hills, N . Y . 914-M 06-4654, days 
or 914-Y02-7567, nights.
Sandy - Carl Bakery





6 a.m. to 6 pLiii.
« Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 s jn .
L O E W 's C I l f IC
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p^&  9:05 The
B u f o r d
Incident
Paras Pizza Houst
513 Central Ave. 
Dover, N . H.
Open —
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-12 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 11 a .m .-l a.m. 




A highly touted UNH freshman 
hockey squad returns to the scene 
after a year’ s absence when they 
host Boston University December 
9 in the season starter.
Last winter, when Snively Ar­
ena was being built, the Wild­
cats had no formal frosh team. 
Several players worked out but 
did not play a full schedule.
Coach Bjorkman with some of 
his self-sought talent are re­
portedly a strong club this win­
ter showing their talents in 
scrimmages against the varsity.
Rick Metzer ofPengilly, Minn., 
is expected to get the nod in the 
nets for the Kittens. Currently 
the club is working with lines 
of Rich David-Mike Ontkean-Pete
Steer along with Dave Hiiiman- 
Bob Brandt-Ken McAfee. The 
third line at present finds Jim 
Nelson, Ken Marchand and Dan 
Driscoll.
Defensemen seeing extensive 
service include Mike Goulet, 
Graham Bruder, Paul Gardent, 
and Mike Tulley.
On the big freshman squad 
are six from Canada and two 
from Minnesota. The Canadian 
players include David (Montreal), 
Bruder (Noranda, Quebec), Gou­
let (Montreal), Dave Sheen (Gault, 
Ontario), Ontkean (Vancouver), 
and McAfee (Sussex, New Bruns­
wick.)




1- Sigma Alpha Epsilon 44
2 - Sawyer Hall 36
3- Tau Kappa Epsilon 32
4- Theta O il 28
5- Alpha Tau Omega 25
6- Acacia 21
7- East-W est Hall 21
8- Gibbs Hall 21
9- Ck»mmuters - 19
10- Hxmter Hall 18
11- Stoke Hall 15
12- Lambda Chi 13
13- Sigma Beta 12
14- Englehardt Hall 11
15- Phi Mu Delta 10
16- Kappa Sigma 10
17- Alexander 5
18- Pi Kappa Alpha 4
19- Alpha Gamma Rho 3
Sportsmanship Ratings
1- Lambda Chi Alpha 6.8
2- Acacia 6.6
3- Sigma Alpha Epsilon 6,4
4- TKE 6.0
5 - Sigma Beta 6.0
6- Sawyer 6.9
7- Hunter
8- Phi Mu Delta








17- Alpha Gamma Rho















43 East-West men were stuff­
ed into a single telephone booth 
last Thursday night, setting a 
new world’ s record.
The validity of the record is 
in doubt, however; a spokesman 
for the Intercollegiate phone- 
booth stuffing committee told 
newsmen today that it may be 
disqualified because the booth 
had no phone, and was more 
spacious than the average phone 
booth.




Wildcats Finish 0 -8
Greg Landry of Nashua, N.H, 
returned to native turf last Sat­
urday and found it to his liking 
as he passed and ran the UMass 
Redmen to a 46-0 rout of the 
Wildcats at foggy Cowell Stad- 
iunio
Landry wrote his name in the 
Yankee Conference and school 
record books as he rushed for 
202 yards and passed for an­
other 194 for a total game of­
fense of 396 yards.
UMass started slowly scor­
ing only once in the first quar­
ter, that on a 58 yard jaunt 
by Landry. However in the 
second period, they got their 
precisioned offense into gear as
Phil Vandersea, Dick Lewis and 
Bob DeTore crossed the Wild­
cat goal line.
Massachusetts, which regist­
ered their sixth win against two 
losses, added another pair of 
second half scores, by Landry 
and Terry Swanson, to finish 
the runaway.
Lone standouts for the UNH- 
ers were end John O’Brien who 
collected eight passes for 86 
of the Wildcats 152 total yards 
and Bill Vasilios and Jim P sale- 
das on defense.
By Periods;
Mass.: 6, 27, 7, 6 — 46.
UNH.: 0, 0, 0, 0, — 0.
Dr. Robert Wear, director of UNH intramural sports 
presents All-Points trophy to Phil DeTurk of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon fraternity. The award was the highlight of half­
time activities at Dad’ s Day. Parents of football players 
also were introduced.
A ttention  SENIOR & G RADUATE M E N  S tu d en ts -U .S . C itizens
N E E D IN G  N O M IN A l  F IN A t l C IA ^ J I E ^  TO  COMPLETE TH E IR  E D U C A TIO N  THIS  
A C A D E M IC  YEAR —  A N D  TH EN  C O M M E N C E  W O R K  —  CO SIG N ER S R E Q U IR ED .
SEND TRAN SC R IPT A N D  TULL DETAILS O F Y O U R  PLANS A N D  R EQ U IR EM EN TS TO  
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
6 1 0 - 6 U  E N D IC O TT B LD G ., ST. PAUL 1 , M IN N . A N O N -P R O F IT  C O R P.
UNDERGRADS, CUP A N D  SA VE i _ ^ ^ m
UNH quarterback Paul Lovallo flings pass over outstretched arms of UMass defenders 
in last Saturday’ s 46-0 Redmen victory at Cowell Stadium. Leading the UMass charge are 
Paul Milnar (89) and Ed Toner (77.) The winners scored three second quarter TDs to 




The return of eight lettermen, 
including All-Conference for­
ward Wes Bialosuknia, makes 
the University of Connecticut 
Huskies the odds-bn favorites 
to capture the Conference bas­
ketball title this winter.
Bialosuknia averaged 21.3 
points .per game last season when 
his team won 23 of 26 games. 
Also expected to make a big 
difference fOr coach Fred Sha- 
bel’ s force is the jump of 6-7 
Bill Corley from the freshman 
team.
On the UNH side of the ledger. 
Bill Olson’ s quintet should be 
able to improve on its 2-19 
showing last winter if several 
sophomores develop as expected, 
Olson will have captain Tom 
Horne, a consistent scorer, and 
Randy Daniels back as forwards 
plus Joey Drinon and TuffyClark 
in the guard spots.
But the big key depends on 
6-5 Steve Seay who will hope­
fully fill the center spot and 
Denny Hodgdon who was 21,3 
for the freshmen last winter.
The Wildcats scrimmaged 
Bates College last weekend at 
the Oyster River Junior High 
gym where they are practicing 
and won four of the five 20- 
minute periods.
Winter Sports Calendar
Hockey Home Schedule 
Dec, 9 — Boston University. 
Dec. 14 - -  Providence.
Dec, 16 — Merrimack,
Dec, 28 and 29 — Yankee Con­
ference tourney.
Jan, 11 — Norwich.
Jan. 18 — Connecticut.
Jan, 22 — Colby.
Feb. 10 - -  Vermont.
Feb. 12 - -  Middlebury.
Feb. 16 - -  Northeastern,
Feb. 26 — Bowdoin. _
Mar. 1 — AIC.
Basketball Home Schedule 
Dec, 4 — St. Anselms.
Dec, 8 — Bowdoin,
Dec. 14 — Rhode Island.
Jan. 4 — Boston University, 
Jan, 8 — Massachusetts,
Jan. 15 - -  Vermont.
Jan. 19 — MIT.
Feb, 10 — Northeastern.
Feb, 15 — Connecticut.
Mar. 4 — Maine,
Frosh Hockey Home
Dec. 9 — Boston University. 
Dec, 16 — Merrimack,
Jan. 11 — Dartmouth.
Jan. 22 — Colby,
Feb. 16 — Northeastern.
Feb. 23 — Exeter Academy. 
Mar. 1 — AIC.
Frosh BB at Home 
Dec, 14 — St. Anselms,
“Let me explain how to 
start a Life Insurance
program now.
Paul B. A llen ’ 58
Jan. 4 — Boston University, 
Jan. 12 - -  Andover.
Jan. 19 — MIT,
Feb. 10 — Northeastern.
Feb. 15 — Connecticut.
Maine Eleven 
In Bowl Game
The University of Maine’ s 
once-beaten Yankee Conference 
football champions Tuesday 
were named to play in the Dec, 
11 Tangerine Bowl Game at Or­
lando, Fla,
Ross T, Smith, athletic direc­
tor at Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and chairman of 
the seven-member selection 
committee, named the Black 
Bears as one of the entries 
for what is officially called the 
Atlantic Coast Regional College 
Division Championship of the 
NCAA.
Smith said Maine’ s opponent 
would be announced today.
The University of Massachu­
setts won the 1964 northern in­
vitation after winning the Yankee 
Conference title last year,
Maine missed an unbeaten sea­
son by just 72 seconds when 
record - shattering Quarterback 
Dick DeVarney was nailed in 
the end zone by three Tampa 
defenders last Saturday night, 
The safety gave Tampa a 2-0 
victory and shattered an eight- 
game Black Bear winning streak.
DeVarney, the senior passing 
ace, broke a dozen university 
records as Maine whipped al] 
five Yankee Conference rivals
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
48 Bellamy Road 
Teleohoiie 742-164&
M U T U A L  T R U S T
L I F E  I N S U R A N C E  C O M P A N Y
BRAD McINTIRE 






Your FU LLER  BRU SH M AN  
Brooke ( “ Swamp” ) Hapgood 
216 East Hall 
ext. 344
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UNH Cross Country captain George Estabrook, right, pre­
sents Yankee Conference championship plaque to Paul Sweet, 
Wildcat coach for 41 years, and Athletic Director, James 
Long, center. Wildcats captured tourney on home course 
and most recently finished third in the ICAAAA (College 
Division) meet in New York Monday.
Dribble from Boston to UNH
About thirty residents ofEast- 
^est plan to dribble a basketball 
rom Boston to UNH this week- 
nd.
In an attempt to reinforce the 
cent revival of “ school spirit*’ , 
members of the group will 
Ice turns dribbling a basketball 
a mile during the twelve to 
ghteen hour trip.
According to Bill Boettcher, a 
nior who originated the idea, 
dribblers “ will take the least 
>pulated route as far as traffic 
concerned.”
They hope to leave the north 
de of the Mystic River Bridge 
10 p.m. Friday night and pro- 
ed to the junction of Route 95. 
The group then will proceed up 
ute 1 to Hampton, along Route 
to Exeter, and then through 
wmarket to Route 108, They 
to reach the University by 
ly Saturday afternoon.
?e
The dribblers plan to have 
about five cars traveling with 
them. The student dribbling the 
ball will be accompanied by an­
other carrying a flashlight dur­
ing the night. Both will run for 
about a mile and will be relieved 
by two others.
“ We hope to have a finish line 
between Huddleston and East 
Hall,”  Boettcher stated; “ but we 
aren’t sure of our arrival time 




Varsity Football 0-8 
Freshman Football 2-2-1 
Varsity Soccer 3-5
Freshman Soccer 3-0-1 





Golf —  Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon
Sawyer (runner-up) 
Football —  Commuters 
Sigmia Alpha Epsilon 
(runner-up)
Soccer —  Theta Chi 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
(runner-up) Wildcat hockey captain Brad Houston,
Hockey, BB Next IM Sports
Fall intramural sports bow 
out and winter sports enter next 
week in the vast, expanded UNH 
intramural athletic program.
Theta Chi fraternity, which 
allowed just one goal through­
out their regular League A soc­
cer season, captured the overall 
title last week as they whipped 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, the League 
B champ 4-1, TKE was also 
the soccer runner-up in 1964, 
The Commuters, who nipped 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity 
20-18 for the UNH intramural 
football championship defeated 
the UMass Independent team 12- 
0 as part of last weekend’ s Mass­
achusetts activities.
In tennis, Gibbs defeated the 
Commuters and Sigma Alpha Ep­
silon toppled Sigma Beta. The 
two winners are expected to com­
plete the tourney as soon as 
weather permits^
Both intramural ice hockey 
in Snively Arena and basketball 
are expected to get into full 
swing after the Thanksgiving re­
cess. The track meet in the 
Field House will be held De­
cember 7-8.
Hockey, which is a new addi­
tion to the list of IM sports, 
has been entered by eleven teams.
Ten Seniors Graduate
Ten members of the 1965 UNH 
Wildcat football squad played 
their last game for the school 
Saturday in the UMass contest. 
A special tribute to captain Ed 
Govoni whose task was an un­











team against whom the odds were 
always stacko'^
Also playing their last game 
were backs Charlie Beach, Tim 
Chur chard, Paul Lovallo, Dave 
O’Connor, and Mike Yankowski; 
center Dick McLean; guards 
Bert George and Govoni; tackle 
Bob Dufault and Jim Kadn.
To these seniors and the re­
mainder of the team, the school 
owes a tribute despite the fact 
that their efforts did not result 
in UNH wins. The players and 
coaching staff turned in many 
dedicated hours both on the fiela 
and off.
Coach Andy Mooradian is al­
ready pointing with optimism to 
1966 when he will have numer­
ous veterans back and hopefully 
a fine cast of sophomores.
Two leagues will be set up in­
cluding the following housing un­
its: SAE, Lambda Chi, Acacia, 
Sigma Beta, ATO, Pi Kappa Al­
pha, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Com­
muters, Engelhardt, Gibbs, Hunt­
er, and Stoke Hall.
Awards were presented for 
1964-65 champions at the Dad’ s 
Day ceremonies between halves 
of the UNH-UMass football game, 
TKE received the All-Points tro­
phy and Acacia the Sportsman­
ship Award,
MEN’S GIFTS:
Masterfully designed in 
Superb English leathers — 
Also Authentic German 
Steins in totally original 
colors —
Now at;
THE DURHAM  
HOUSE
THE STUDENT GIFT CENTER 
OPEN -MON. thru SAT. 8:30 - 5:30 
FRI. - 8:30 - 9 p.m.
TOWN & CAMPUS 
Official Distributor
University o f N. H. 
CLASS RINGS
NOVEMBER 30th IS CLOSING 
DATE FOR JUNIORS & SENIORS TO ORDER 
CLASS RINGS. ORDERS PLACED NOW W ILL 
BE DELIVERED IN JANUARY.
TOWN AND CAMPUS
M A IN  ST. D URH AM
1-6 TH U RSD AY. NOVEM BER 18, 1965
UNH Coeds Split In Opinion 
Of WRC Drinking PoK
Coed opinion is divided in a 
poll questioning whether women 
21 and over should be allowed 
to have liquor in their rooms.
According to Kathy Corbett, 
chairman of the Women’ s Rules 
Committee of the Student Senate, 
no progress has been made to 
change the present drinking pol­
icy established two years ago.
Under current policy, only men 
over 21 are permitted to have 
liquor in their rooms.
“ We are writing to other land 
grant schools to see what poli­
cies they have on this subject,’ ’ 
Miss Corbett said. She added 
that they are also “ trying to 
see how the women on campus
ranklin
Fri. Nov. 19
The Creator of 
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_______6 :30 -  8 :57_______
Theater Closed 
Nov. 23-27









Tues., Wed., Dec. 1 & 2 
AD VEN TU R E ON 
TH E HIGH SEAS  







feel and how well the policy is 
working in men’ s dorms.’ ’
The Women’ s Rules Commit­
tee Chairman said that they are 
still awaiting the results of a 
poll taken in all women’ s resi­
dences. This poll will help 
give them a better indication 
of support for the proposal.
Results of the poll received 
by the committee so far are:
Residence Hall For Against 
South Congreve 30 38
Fairchild 91 34
Jessie Doe 60 44
Lord 34 83
McLaughlin 64 66
Scott 44%  56%
Smith 50 33
Alpha Chi Omega 23 17
Delta Zeta 11 21
Phi Mu 33
Notice —  Scott and De Mer­
ritt are the only ones in per 
cent.
N o r t h  Congreve, Hetzel, 
Hitchcock, Randall, Huddleston, 
Alpha Xi Delta, and Chi Omega 
have not yet submitted the 





der Hall will march from Dur­
ham to Pease Air Force Base 
Saturday in support of the pre­
sent U. S. policy in Viet Nam„
“ We will draft a letter from 
within the dorm and present it 
to Pease officials,’ ’ said C a r l  
Staub, president of the dorm. 
“ Our objective is to show that 
we support the overall policy 
in Viet Nam and appreciate the 
part the men in uniform are 
playing.’ ’
He added, “ We chose Pease 
Air Force Base because of the 
anti-policy demonstrations stag­
ed at Fort Devens on Veteran’ s 
Day.’ ’
The march is limited to resi­



















COMPLETE DINNERS - FOUNTAIN SERVICE
AFL-CIO . .  .
fContinued from page 1) 
paid $1.56 an hour, but workers 
here are making $1.20, he point­
ed out.
Robert Healey, an assistant 
to Martin, said that workers 
here are under what he termed 
“ yellow-dog contracts.’ ’ These 
are individual contracts, for ten 
month periods, with employers. 
He said that this system re­
sults in inconsistencies between 
departments in pay, sick leave, 
vacation, and fringe benefits.
“ What we really aim for,’ ’ 
Martin added, “ is promotion by 
seniority. Lots of times pro­
motion is based on who can 
buy a bottle or the most cups 
of coffee for the boss, not on 
seniority and qualifications.’ ’
“ Then another thing is that 
new position openings are never 
posted. How can you apply for 
a better position, when you don’t 
know about it? If you join the 
union,’ ’ Mr. Martin continued, 
“ promotion rules and regula­
tions will be established and 
adhered to.’ ’
AFSCME offers grievance ser­
vices to its members. “ When 
a worker has been treated badly 
all he has to do is file a griev­
ance and we will represent him 
with Insurance companies, law­
yers, and bosses. This is an­
other thing they do not have 
here,’ ’ Martin said.
“ The day of the rugged indi­
vidual is gone,’ ’ he continued, 
“ join the union and we can im­
prove a lot of things for you.”
ASSORTED PIZZAS Small .40 
Large .75
EVENINGS ONLY
Protest . . .
(Continued from page 1) 
methods of protest may oe mean­
ingful, individually and ethically, 
they have had no effect on the 
object of protest.”
Other colleges in the area 
have been invited to participate 
in the discussion.
The first one will be a state­
ment of the purpose of the con­
ference by Jeff ^amps.
At 10:30 a.m. Professor Er­
win Jaffe of the government de­
partment will lead a discussion 
on Viet Nam.
Professor R. Peter Sylvester 
will speak on education at 11:30 
a.m.
At 1:30 p.m., English profes­
sor A1 Poulin will speak on a 
topic not yet chosen.
A discussion on Expression, 
Action, and Protest will start 
at 2:30 p.m.
The meetings will be held in 
the Carroll-Belknao Room.
Services will be held today 
for coed Shirley Dreg, who col­
lapsed and died shortly after 
devouring her prize-winning 
mushroom casserole at the Roch­
ester County Fair last week.
osw
(Continued from page 1) 
organization but as an educa­
tional tool.”
This means that OSW wishes 
to alleviate the poor student 
working conditions and provide 
an educational experience for 
those in the University studying 
labor relations.
Professor Philip Nicoloff of 
the English department then ob­
jected to the term social be­
cause it had trite connotations. 
The committee, after trying sev­
eral other terms such as “ soc­
ial-economic,”  decided that la­
bor should be replaced in the 
charter. Tillman and Dewey 
said that it was agreeable with 
them, and “ labor”  was again 
inserted.
The next significant altera­
tion was in article thirteen, the 
strike clause in the charter. It 
was stricken.
Dewey commented on this, say­
ing, “ Our attitude toward aiding 
the students has not changed 
but the word “ strike”  gave evil 
connotations to the charter. We 
eliminated the idea of strike 
so that we could get down to 
our objectives without evil ov­
ertones.”
“ Strike,”  Tillman said, “ em­
phasizes differences instead of 
similarities. This, we feel, is 
not the case*”
The problem of representa­
tion in negotiation was brougW 
up by Menge. It was decided 
that the University had to choose 
who they wanted to represenl 
them.
Since the Faculty Committee 
represents the University and 
also its financial arm, once OSW 
is accepted it can immediately 
become active and start nego­
tiation.
“ If we are recognized by this 
committee,”  Tillman said, “ it 
would be absurd for us to go 
to the financial office and tell 
them the things we have already 
said, successfully, to the Uni­
versity’ s Student Organization 
Committee.”
Menge asked, “ If you get no 
student support will you fold 
up?”
“ We will try to represent them 
on grievances,”  Tillman replied, 
“ and there are plenty of those. 
Also, the students are not satis­
fied as is shown by the failure 
of Stillings and Huddleston to 
get workers.”
It was made clear during the 
meeting that the OSW will not 
cover off-campus labor.
After an hour and a half in 
joint session with the OSW com­
mittee, the Faculty Committee 
reconvened in executive session 
for an hour. No definite decision 
was reached. Another meeting 
is tentatively scheduled for next 
week.
RED'S SHOE BARN
Factory Rejecti^ and Cancellations 
o f Famous Brand Shoes
Largest Selection Anywhere
WHY PAY MORE!
35 Broadway St. Dover» N. H.
Open 9:30 • 9 (Mon. - Fri.)
9:00 - 9 (Saturday)
To Go
Just two brand new 
1965 IMPALA 4 dr. 
sports sedans left
One turquoise, one 
blue, bothequippedwith 
V /8 engine; a ut o ,  
trans., power steering, 
tinted windshields, ad­
ded dash c o m f o r t  
group, oversized) white- 
walls, wheel covers, de­
luxe seat belts and push 
button radio with rear 
seat speaker.
One 1965 White Im­
pale C o m p  any car 
equipped as above plus 
250 hp engine, tilted 
steering wheel, wire 
hubcaps, black vinyl 
upholstery, front and 
rear bumper guards, 
power brakes and tri­
volume horn. Very low 
mileage. Will equip 
with brand new first 
line tires (black wall, 
white wall snow tires, 
extra wheels as desired 
by customer.
A 1965 Corvair Mon­
za Coupe. Co. Car, auto 
trans., radio, 8,000 mi.
Come on Down to 
GREAT BAY 
MOTORS




2-1963 BEL AIR 4 dr. 
6 cyl. auto.
1962 IMPALA V8 
auto., power steer­
ing, fr. dr. sp. sedan.
1963 SPIDER hard top 
coupe, 4 on floor.
1963 MONZA Coupe,
4 on floor.
1964 DODGE Dart, 61 





78 Exeter Street 
New m arket, N . H .
Your Local Authorize* 
Chevrolet Dealer
